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Inference for a two-component mixture of symmetric
distributions under log-concavity
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Abstract
In this article, we revisit the problem of estimating the unknown zero-
symmetric distribution in a two-component location mixture model, consid-
ered in previous works, now under the assumption that the zero-symmetric
distribution has a log-concave density. When consistent estimators for the shift
locations and mixing probability are used, we show that the nonparametric log-
concave Maximum Likelihood estimator (MLE) of both the mixed density and
that of the unknown zero-symmetric component are consistent in the Hellinger
distance. In case the estimators for the shift locations and mixing probabil-
ity are
?
n-consistent, we establish that these MLE’s converge to the truth at
the rate n´2{5 in the L1 distance. To estimate the shift locations and mix-
ing probability, we use the estimators proposed by Hunter et al. (2007). The
unknown zero-symmetric density is efficiently computed using the R package
logcondens.mode.
1 Introduction
Let us assume that X1, . . . , Xn are independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.)
draws from a mixture distribution, with cumulative distribution function (cdf) G0
given by
G0pxq “
kÿ
i“1
pi0i F
0
i pxq, x P R, (1)
for some integer k ě 2, where F 0i are cdfs, pi0i ě 0, and
řk
i“1 pi0i “ 1. Such mixture
distributions are very common in statistical modeling, in part because a variety
of data generating frameworks lead to mixture models; for instance, one common
approach to clustering problems leads to estimation of a mixture density (Fraley
and Raftery, 2002). Another reason for this popularity is that they are very flexible
and many distributions can be well approximated by some mixture model (see, e.g.,
Everitt and Hand (1981), Titterington et al. (1985), or McLachlan and Peel (2000)).
In this paper, we revisit the semi-parametric mixture model already studied by
Bordes et al. (2006) and Hunter et al. (2007). In this model, it is assumed that the
mixing distributions Fi, 1 ď i ď k in (1) are such that
Fipxq “ F 0px´ u0i q
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for u0i P R, i “ 1, . . . , k, and F 0 is a distribution function restricted to be symmetric
about 0, i.e. F 0p´xq “ 1´ F 0px´q. This model was also studied more recently by
Butucea and Vandekerkhove (2014). All of these authors have actually focused on
the case k “ 2:
G0pxq “ pi0F 0px´ u01q ` p1´ pi0qF 0px´ u02q, x P R. (2)
This is still, in fact, a flexible model which is useful in many scenarios (see our data
applications in Section 6). As the main goal is to estimate the mixing parameters
and the mixing component F 0, it is crucial to be assured that there exists a unique
solution ppi0, u01, u02, F 0q for a given G0 determined by (2). Bordes et al. (2006)
and Hunter et al. (2007) were able to establish that identifiability holds under some
suitable conditions on the mixing parameters. Their result states that if u01 ă u02 and
pi0 R t0, 1{2, 1u, then G0 given (2) is identifiable for any zero-symmetric distributions
F 0. Furthermore, the condition is necessary and sufficient since any distribution G0
that is symmetric about its median clearly cannot be 2-identifiable; see Theorem 2
of Hunter et al. (2007).
After having shown identifiability, Hunter et al. (2007) put their focus on es-
timating ppi0, u01, u02, F 0q. They have shown that their estimator of the parametric
component ppi0, u01, u02q is consistent and asymptotically normal. However, the ob-
tained estimator of F 0 is not even guaranteed to have the properties of a genuine cdf
(i.e., it is not necessarily nondecreasing). On the other hand, Bordes et al. (2006),
Butucea and Vandekerkhove (2014), and Chee and Wang (2013) use a KDE approach
to estimation of F 0. The resulting estimators are proper distribution functions, but
the procedures involve a model-selection procedure (cross-validation or Akaike or
Bayesian information criterion) to choose the tuning parameter. The estimators of
Hunter et al. (2007) and Butucea and Vandekerkhove (2014) for the mixture param-
eters are shown to converge weakly to a multivariate Gaussian at the parametric
rate n´1{2 under some regularity conditions on F 0 which are related to smoothness
in the case of Butucea and Vandekerkhove (2014). Bordes et al. (2006) obtain also
a convergence rate under smoothness assumptions, but their rate of convergence
is much slower (of order n´1{4`α, for any α ą 0). Bordes et al. (2006) show that
the same rates of convergence are inherited by their kernel estimator of F 0 in the
supremum norm, under the assumption that the location parameters u01 and u
0
2 are
unknown. If F 0 is assumed to admit a density f0, then Bordes et al. (2006) provide
only almost sure consistency in the supremum norm. For their kernel estimator,
Butucea and Vandekerkhove (2014)) obtain, for pointwise convergence, a rate of
order n´p2β´1q{p4βq in the quadratic risk assuming smoothness of level β ą 1{2 and
assuming that the bandwidth is chosen optimally (the authors suggest using cross
validation).
Hence, the proposed estimators of F 0 in the aforementioned works suffer various
practical difficulties, including slow rates of convergence (or as-of-yet unknown rates)
for it or its density, the estimator not being a proper cdf, or the need for model-
selection procedures to choose a tuning parameter. Our goal in this paper is to
circumvent those issues by constructing an estimator of the density f0 which
2
• converges to the truth with a provably good convergence rate,
• can be efficiently computed,
• does not require a tuning parameter, and furthermore,
• is unimodal.
Unimodality is a natural constraint to enforce; when using a mixture model, it is
somewhat unnatural to imagine a multimodal mixture component density. However,
using unimodality involves some technical difficulties: enforcing unimodality on f0
is not directly feasible, because the class of unimodal densities is too large and
the MLE of a unimodal density fails to exist even in the simple one-dimensional
setting (with no mixing). We propose instead to assume that f0 satisfies the shape
constraint of log-concavity (i.e., log f0 is concave).
Log-concave functions are always unimodal, and have been used to great success
in nonparametric modeling. Unlike the class of unimodal densities, the log-concave
class admits an MLE (Walther, 2002). Many papers have studied the log-concave
MLE on R or Rd and much is already known about its large sample properties,
both local and global; see e.g. Pal et al. (2007), Du¨mbgen and Rufibach (2009),
Balabdaoui et al. (2009), Cule and Samworth (2010), Cule et al. (2010), Du¨mbgen
et al. (2011), Schuhmacher and Du¨mbgen (2010), Chen and Samworth (2013), Doss
and Wellner (2015), and Kim and Samworth (2014). Balabdaoui et al. (2013) studied
asymptotics and confidence intervals of the discrete log-concave MLE of a probability
mass function in the well- and misspecified settings. Du¨mbgen et al. (2010), Rufibach
(2007) and Du¨mbgen and Rufibach (2011) study algorithms for computation of the
MLE, allowing unequal weights to be assigned to the observations, an important
feature of which we will take advantage.
In the present context, we need to consider the class of zero-symmetric log-
concave densities on R, which has not been considered before. To do so, we note
that if f is zero-symmetric and log-concave on R, then f`ptq :“ 2fptqItPr0,8q is
log-concave with mode at 0. Thus, through a simple transformation of the data, it
can be shown that the original estimation problem is equivalent to maximizing the
log-likelihood over the class of log-concave densities on r0,8q with mode at 0. We
can then compute the maximum of the log-likelihood easily by alternating between
the EM algorithm (Dempster et al., 1977) and the active set algorithm provided in
the R package logcondens.mode which computes the log-concave MLE with a fixed
mode. We use the fact that the active set algorithm allows for unequal weights to
be assigned to the data points: here, the weights assigned are proportional to the
posterior probabilities from the EM algorithm.
We are able to show that the zero-symmetric log-concave MLE converges in prob-
ability to the true zero-symmetric log-concave component density in the Hellinger
distance and in the supremum norm on sets of continuity of the true density. Fur-
thermore, it can be shown that our estimator converges to the truth at the rate
n´2{5 in the L1-distance. Although the risk measure we use here is different from
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the one considered by Butucea and Vandekerkhove (2014), it seems that the rate of
convergence of our MLE, when the true mixture component is log-concave, is faster
than that given in their Theorem 4 for their KDE when the smoothness parameter
β satisfies β P p1{2, 5{2q. Note for an estimator gˆn of g0 in the direct density es-
timation problem based on i.i.d. observations from g0 (as opposed to the mixture
setting) when g0 has smoothness β the optimal pointwise rate of convergence of
|gˆnpx0q ´ g0px0q| at a fixed point x0 is n´β{p2β`1q (Stone, 1980). Note also that
Du¨mbgen and Rufibach (2009) find a rate of convergence of plog nq β2β`1n´ β2β`1 in
the uniform norm on compact sets for the log-concave MLE, in the direct density
estimation problem, when the true density g0 is log-concave and also lies in a Ho¨lder
class with smoothness β, i.e.
|g0pxq ´ g0pyq| ď L|x´ y|, if β “ 1
|g10pxq ´ g10pyq| ď L|x´ y|β´1, if β ą 1
for some L ą 0. This rate is optimal for nonparametric estimation with smoothness
β (the log factor being due to the supremum norm (Khas’minskii, 1978)), and no
bandwidth needs to be chosen.
We note that, although we refer to our estimator as the log-concave MLE, we
do not use a “pure” maximum likelihood approach since we feed in other estimators
of ppi0, u01, u02q to our likelihood, which we maximize to estimate f0 and thus g0,
the density of the mixed distribution G0. An alternative approach is to estimate
both the parametric and nonparametric components simultaneously by maximum
likelihood. However, there are many additional difficulties in that approach, due to
the complicated non-concave nature of the log-likelihood function; see Section 2.
We also note that we are not the first to use log-concavity in mixture modeling;
Chang and Walther (2007) and Eilers and Borgdorff (2007) consider univariate mix-
tures of log-concave densities, and Cule et al. (2010) consider multivariate mixtures
of log-concave densities. However, in none of those settings was symmetry imposed,
perhaps because the authors were not worried about the (often fundamental) ques-
tion of identifiability. Thus, their work does not directly apply in our setting.
The paper will be structured as follows. In Section 2 we establish existence
of the MLE and provide a necessary condition for a candidate to be equal to the
estimator. In Section 3, we establish consistency in the Hellinger distance. This
implies other forms of consistency by the results of Cule and Samworth (2010). The
techniques we used are re-adapted from Pal et al. (2007), Cule and Samworth (2010)
and Schuhmacher and Du¨mbgen (2010) to deal with the additional difficulties of a
mixture model. In Section 4, we find that the MLEs of f0 and g0 converge to the
truth at a rate of order n´2{5. In Section 5, we develop a likelihood ratio procedure
based on our estimator in the problem of testing absence of mixing. We also consider
the problem of clustering where we use the estimators of the posterior probabilities
obtained via our log-concave MLE. In both problems, we compare our method to
alternative or existing approaches. In Section 6, we present two data applications.
Section 7 gathers some conclusions. Proofs and technical details can be found in
4
the online supplementary material.
2 The model and estimation via Maximum likelihood
Let X1, . . . , Xn to be n independent observations assumed to come from the location
mixture with cdf G0 which we now assume has a density, given by
g0pxq “ pi0f0px´ u01q ` p1´ pi0qf0px´ u02q, (3)
for some pi0 P p0, 1qzt1{2u, u01, u02 P R such that u01 ‰ u02. We assume that f0 is a
zero-symmetric log-concave density, i.e. f0 P SLC1 where
SLC1 :“ SLC X
"
f :
ż
R
fpuqdu “ 1
*
, and SLC :“
!
eψ : ψ P SC
)
,
and SC is the class of concave functions on R that are upper semi-continuous
(“closed”) and proper (Rockafellar, 1970), and satisfy ψpxq “ ψp´xq. The upper
semi-continuity condition is made only for the purpose of uniqueness. Then
Lppi, u1, u2, fq :“
nÿ
j“1
log
´
pifpXj ´ u1q ` p1´ piqfpXj ´ u2q
¯
. (4)
is the log-likelihood in this problem. In the case of estimation of a log-concave
density on R, the log-likelihood is a concave function (Pal et al. (2007), Rufibach
(2007), Du¨mbgen and Rufibach (2009)). However, Du¨mbgen et al. (2010) study
a semiparametric model incorporating log-concavity and find a non-concave likeli-
hood; see their Section 3.3 including a plot on page 18. Unfortunately, our objec-
tive function L is also far from concave. Consider order statistics Xp1q, . . . , Xpnq,
a fixed pi P p0, 1qzt1{2u, and (zero-symmetric log-concave) f with support given
by supppfq “ r´s, ss and infxPsupppfq fpxq ą 0. Assume u1 ă u2 are such that
ru1 ´ s, u1 ` ss Y ru2 ´ s, u2 ` ss Ą rXp1q, Xpnqs so that Lppi, u1, u2, fq ą ´8. Let
j :“ min  i : Xpiq ą u2 ´ s( be the index of the smallest order statistic contained in
the support of the second component, and let δ˜ :“ Xpjq ´ pu2 ´ sq. Then not only
does Lppi, u1, ¨, fq fail to be concave, but it is in fact discontinuous at u2 ` δ˜.
We now describe our estimation approach. Let qpin, qu1,n, qu2,n be estimators of
pi, u1, u2, where we assume qpin P p0, 1qz t1{2u and qu1,n ă qu2,n. We will generally
think of these estimators as being
?
n-consistent. We will then consider maximizing
the log-likelihood
f ÞÑ
nÿ
j“1
log
´qpinfpXj ´ qu1,nq ` p1´ qpinqfpXj ´ qu2,nq¯ (5)
over SLC1. Using the Lagrange penalty term introduced by Silverman (1982), this
is equivalent to maximizing the criterion Φn defined as
Φnpψq “ 1
n
nÿ
j“1
log
”qpineψpXi´qu1,nq ` p1´ qpinqeψpXi´qu2,nqı´ ż
R
eψpxqdx
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over SC. We will abusively use the term MLE for our estimators of f0 and g0 despite
the fact that the mixing parameters ppi, u1, u2q are not a part of the space over which
the likelihood is maximized. In the next proposition we establish existence of the
MLE, and describe its nature.
Proposition 2.1 The criterion Φn admits a maximizer pψn. Furthermore, the fol-
lowing holds true almost surely, letting pfn “ e pψn.
• pfn is in SLC1.
• For i “ 1, . . . , n, let
Z2i´1 “ |Xi ´ qu1,n| and Z2i “ |Xi ´ qu2,n|. (6)
Then, on r0,8q the MLE pψn changes slope only at points belonging to the set 
Z1, Z2, . . . , Z2n´1, Z2n
(
.
Furthermore, pψ1np0q “ 0, and pψnpxq “ ´8 if and only if x R r´Zp2nq, Zp2nqs
where Zp2nq is the largest order statistic of Z1, Z2, . . . , Z2n´1, Z2n.
The MLE of f will be denoted by pfn throughout, and that of g by pgn. In the
following, we give a necessary condition for a log-concave function f “ exppψq to be
the MLE.
Proposition 2.2 is interesting to compare with the characterization of Du¨mbgen
and Rufibach (2009) for the log-concave MLE. The result is also useful in combi-
nation with the EM-algorithm described below as its non-fulfillment indicates that
convergence is not yet reached.
Proposition 2.2 Let ψ be a zero-symmetric concave function on R such that ψpxq “
´8 if and only if x R r´Zp2nq, Zp2nqs where Zp2nq is defined in Proposition 2.1, and
ψ1p0q “ 0. If exppψq “ pfn is the MLE, then for any real zero-symmetric function ∆
such that ψ ` ∆ P SC for some  ą 0 we have that
1
n
nÿ
i“1
!pnpXiq∆pXi ´ qu1,nq ` p1´ pnpXiqq∆pXi ´ qu2,nq) ď ż
R
pfnpxq∆pxqdx (7)
where
pnpXiq “ qpin pfnpXi ´ qu1,nqqpin pfnpXi ´ qu1,nq ` p1´ qpinq pfnpXi ´ qu2,nq “ qpin
pfnpXi ´ qu1,nqpgnpXiq , (8)
for i “ 1, . . . , n.
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Next, we give the condition in (7) under an alternative form. Du¨mbgen and
Rufibach (2009) shows that the log-concave MLE is uniquely characterized by the
fact that the first integral of the cdf of the MLE stays below the first integral of the
empirical distribution, while touching it exactly at the points where the logarithm
of the MLE changes slope. To derive a related result, let pFn denote the cdf of the
discrete distribution putting mass pnpXiq{n at Z2i´1 and p1´ pnpXiqq{n at Z2i for
i “ 1, . . . , n, where pnpXiq was defined in (8) and Zi was defined in (6). That is,
pFn “ 1
n
nÿ
i“1
`pnpXiqδZ2i´1 ` p1´ pnpXiqqδZ2i˘
where δxptq “ 1trx,8quptq. Let pfn` pxq “ 2 pfnpxq1xPr0,8q, pψn` “ logp pfn` q and let pFn` be
the cdf of pfn` .
Proposition 2.3 If pfn is the MLE of the component f0 P SLC1 thenż z
0
pFn` pxqdx
#
ď şz0 pFnpxqdx, for z P r0, Zp2nqs
“ şz0 pFnpxqdx, if pψn` pz´q ą pψn` pz`q. (9)
3 Consistency
The main result of this section is to establish consistency in the Hellinger distance
of the MLEs pgn and pfn as nÑ8, where the Hellinger distance is defined by
Hpp, qq :“
d
p1{2q
ż ´a
ppxq ´aqpxq¯2 dx.
We will also find consistency for pfn in certain exponentially weighted metrics. Our
approach to the problem follows the idea of Pal et al. (2007) and Du¨mbgen and
Rufibach (2009) but will require handling carefully the extra complexity induced
by the mixture. As in Pal et al. (2007), Cule and Samworth (2010) and Schuh-
macher and Du¨mbgen (2010), we will first need to show that the MLE of the mixed
density and hence the MLE of the log-concave component are bounded. Here, the
claimed boundedness will be only in probability, which is weaker than the almost
sure boundedness proved in the aforementioned articles. Those articles, however,
were able to take advantage of the fact that the level sets of a bounded unimodal
function are convex and compact; such a statement does not hold if we consider
a mixture of two unimodal functions instead of a single unimodal function, even
if the two components are log-concave. So, instead of studying how the empirical
distribution behaves over the class of compact intervals, we will instead need to
study its behavior over more complicated classes of functions. This is what is done
in Propositions A.2 and A.3.
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Theorem 3.1 Let g0 be as in (3) and pgn be the MLE of g0. Then we have that
Hppgn, g0q “ opp1q.
Consistency of the log-concave component, pfn, follows now from Theorem 3.1.
Corollary 3.1 Let f0 denote again the true log-concave zero-symmetric density.
Then,
Hp pfn, f0q “ opp1q,
and for any a P p0, a0q such that f0pxq ď expp´a0x` bq for some b P R, thenż
R
eat| pfnptq ´ f0ptq| “ opp1q,
and
sup
tPr´A,As
eat| pfnptq ´ f0ptq| “ opp1q.
on any continuity set r´A,As of f0, where A may be 8 if f0 is continuous on all
of R.
4 Rates of convergence
In this section, we aim at refining the convergence result obtained in the previous
section to attain a rate of convergence for both pfn and pgn in the L1 distance. To
this goal, we need first to recall some definitions from empirical processes theory.
Given a class of functions F , the bracketing number of F under some distance } ¨ }
is defined as
Nr sp,F , } ¨ }q “ min
!
k : D f
1
, f¯1, . . . , fk, f¯k s.t.}f i ´ f¯j} ď ,F Ă Yki“1rf i, f¯is
)
where rl, us “ tf :P F : l ď f ď uu. In this section, we refine the consistency result
above by deriving the rate of convergence of the MLE’s pgn and pfn of the mixed
density and the zero-symmetric log-concave component respectively.
For fixed M ą 0, a0 ă b0 and δ P p0, pb0 ´ a0q{2q, consider the class of functions
G “
#
λfp¨ ´ aq ` p1´ λqfp¨ ´ bq, f P SLC, fp0q P r1{M,M s, λ P r0, 1s,
pa, bq P ra0 ´ δ, a0 ` δs ˆ rb0 ´ δ, b0 ` δs
+
.
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Here, the parameters a0 and b0 play the role of the true location shifts u
0
1 and
u02. Consistency of the estimates qu1,n and qu2,n ensures that they are stay within
distance 2δ from the truth with increasing probability. Also, uniform consistency
of the log-concave MLE, pfn, on continuity sets of f0 implies consistency at the
point 0 (the common mode of f0 and pfn). Thus, we can find M ą 0 such thatpfnp0q P r1{M,M s with increasing probability. The following proposition gives a
bound on the bracketing entropy for the class G.
Proposition 4.1 For  P p0, 0s, we have that
logNr sp,G, Hq À 1?
where 0 and À depend only on a0, b0, δ and M .
Now, we are ready to state our main theorem. We find a rate of convergence
of at least n´2{5 in the L1 norm, both for pfn and pgn. Although we consider L1
and Butucea and Vandekerkhove (2014) consider L2 distance, the rate of Theo-
rem 4.1 is an improvement over the corresponding L2 rate n
´p2β´1q{p4βq of Bu-
tucea and Vandekerkhove (2014) whenever β ă 5{2. (Note that (log-)concave func-
tions are Lebesgue-almost-everywhere twice differentiable by Alexandrov’s theorem
(Niculescu and Persson, 2006), so roughly correspond to β being 2 or larger.)
Theorem 4.1 Let pfn and pgn be again the MLE’s of the zero-symmetric log-concave
component and mixed density respectively. If
?
npqu1,n´u01q “ Opp1q, ?npqu2,n´u01q “
Opp1q, and ?npqpin ´ pi0q “ Opp1q, then
L1
` pfn, f0˘ “ Op`n´2{5˘, and L1`pgn, g0˘ “ Op`n´2{5˘
where L1pd1, d2q “
ş
R |d1pxq ´ d2pxq|dx.
To illustrate the theory, a simulated example is given in Figure 1. The true
zero-symmetric component f0 is taken to be the density of a standard Gaussian
with mixing probability pi0 “ 1{3 and shift locations u01 “ 0 and u02 “ 4. The plot
on the left (right) shows our MLE of g0 (f0) based on a sample of size n “ 500. The
bullets in the right plot depict the knot points of the zero-symmetric log-concave
MLE, that is, the points where the logarithm of the log-concave MLE changes its
slope.
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Figure 1: Left: plot of the true density of p1{3qN p0, 1q ` p2{3qN p4, 1q (solid line)
and its log-concave estimator pgn (dotted line). Right: plot of the density of N p0, 1q
and its zero-symmetric log-concave MLE pfn. The MLE was based on n “ 500
independent data drawn from the mixture density p1{3qN p0, 1q ` p2{3qN p4, 1q.
5 Testing and clustering
Bordes et al. (2006), Hunter et al. (2007) and Butucea and Vandekerkhove (2014)
propose three different ways of estimating the mixture parameters pi0, u01 and u
0
2. As
we are interested here in
?
n-consistent estimators of these parameters, we prefer
the work by Hunter et al. (2007) and Butucea and Vandekerkhove (2014). Also,
due to some numerical instabilities encountered when computing the estimators
proposed by Butucea and Vandekerkhove (2014), we adopt the approach of Hunter
et al. (2007) which has been already implemented in R; one could either used the
code posted at http://www.stat.psu.edu/~dhunter/code or the function in the
mixtools package. The latter option was kindly brought to the attention of the first
author by David Hunter in a private communication.
Once the estimates qpin, qu1,n and qu2,n of pi0, u01 and u02 are computed, we maximize
f` ÞÑ 1
n
nÿ
i“1
log
`qpinf`pZ2i´1q ` p1´ qpinqf`pZ2iq˘
where f` “ 2f1r0,8q, Z2i´1 “ |Xi´qu1,n| and Z2i “ |Xi´qu2,n| for i “ 1, . . . , n. This
is equivalent to maximizing (5), which we have shown to admit a maximizer. Since
the log-likelihood is not concave and it is not clear how to maximize it directly, we
will appeal to the EM algorithm (Dempster et al., 1977). Although we are fixing
the parameters pi, u1, and u2 we may still introduce the standard-in-mixture-models
complete data of pXi,∆iq, where ∆i „ Bernoullippiq and Xi| t∆i “ 1u „ f0p¨ ´ qu1,nq
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and Xi| t∆i “ 0u „ f0p¨ ´ qu2,nq. An iteration of the EM algorithm in this setup is
then, given an estimate fˆ
`,prq
n , to compute
fˆ`,pr`1qn :“ argmaxf`
nÿ
i“1
!
pˆ
prq
n,i log f
`pZ2i´1q ` p1´ pˆprqn,iq log f`pZ2iq
)
(10)
where the argmax is over log-concave densities on r0,8q with mode at 0, and
pprqn,i “ qpin pf`,prqpZ2i´1qqpin pf`,prqpZ2i´1q ` p1´ qpinq pf`,prqpZ2iq
is the conditional expectation of ∆i given Xi. To initialize the EM algorithm, we
start with the density of a centered Gaussian distribution with variance equal to
the estimate given in formula (11) of Hunter et al. (2007) for the true variance of
the zero-symmetric component, that is 1n
řn
i“1pXi´ X¯nq2´qpinp1´qpinqpqu2,n´ qu1,nq2,
or 1 if this estimate is negative (this may occur for moderate sample sizes). The
argmax in (10) can be computed by the R package logcondens.mode.
5.1 Testing the absence of mixing
Recall that the mixing model we consider in this paper is given by
g0 “ pi0f0p¨ ´ u01q ` p1´ pi0qf0p¨ ´ u02q
with f0 a log-concave zero-symmetric density on R, pi0 R t0, 1{2, 1u and u01 ă u02.
We now use our log-concave MLE to test for the absence of mixing, i.e. to test for
the null hypothesis that u01 “ u02, against the alternative that u01 ‰ u02 and pi0 ‰ 1{2
under the assumption that f0 is zero-symmetric and log-concave.
To test for mixing we consider the likelihood ratio statistic. Under the null
hypothesis, we take the estimator of the true density to be equal to the log-concave
MLE which is symmetric around the median of the data. If pg0n denotes this estimator,
then our test statistic is given by
Λn “
śn
i“1 pgnpXiqśn
i“1 pg0npXiq . (11)
The null hypothesis is then rejected when Λn is too large. We use the null hypothesis
estimator to find critical values; that is, we bootstrap from the symmetric log-
concave estimator pg0n. The critical values of Λn are then computed in the usual
way: based on the bootstrapped samples from pg0n, we compute the estimators of
the mixing probability and mixture locations and the corresponding MLE pgn. The
order statistics of the bootstrapped values of the likelihood ratio are then obtained
to compute upper empirical quantiles of a given order. We also compare our test
for mixing (hereafter referred to as the LR test) to the following procedures:
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• the naive symmetric bootstrap (NSBS): we re-sample with replacement n ran-
dom variables Z1˚ , . . . , Zn˚ from t˘|X1 ´ pmn|, . . . ,˘|Xn ´ pmn|u with pmn the
median of X1, . . . , Xn and set Xi˚ “ pmn ` Zi˚ , i “ 1, . . . , n. Then, the boot-
strapped estimators of the location mixture of Hunter et al. (2007), u1˚ and u2˚ ,
are computed based on Yi˚ , i “ 1, . . . , n. We repeat this procedure B times
and compute the empirical p1 ´ αq-quantile of the distribution of u2˚ ´ u1˚ .
The null hypothesis is rejected if the observed qu2,n ´ qu1,n is larger than this
quantile.
• the naive symmetric bootstrap based on symmetric kernel density estimation
(NSBSKDE): the method is similar to the one described above except that a
standard kernel density estimator is fitted to pmn˘ |Xi´ pmn| and X1˚ , . . . , Xn˚
are now drawn from the fitted estimator at each bootstrap iteration.
• the likelihood ratio based on symmetric kernel density estimation (LRSKDE):
two kernel density estimators are computed, one under the full model, that
is, based on X1, . . . , Xn, and one under the null model, that is, based onpmn ˘ |Xi ´ pmn|. The likelihood ratio of these estimators is then computed.
Bootstrap samples are obtained by simulation from the kernel estimator under
the null hypothesis and then the empirical p1 ´ αq-quantile of the likelihood
ratio is thereby computed. The null hypothesis is rejected if the observed
likelihood ratio is larger that this quantile.
Note that the NSBS provides a comparison procedure not based on density esti-
mation of the components. In assessing the power, we take the true zero-symmetric
component f0 to be one of the following distributions: (1) a standard Gaussian,
(2) a double exponential, and (3) a uniform on r´1, 1s, Also, we take the true pa-
rameters to be pi0 P t0.20, 0.40u and pu01, u02q P tp0, 0q, p0, 1q, p0, 3qu. We give the
estimated probability of rejecting the null hypothesis based on R “ 500 replications
with B “ 49 bootstrap samples in Table 1, for n “ 250. The simulation results show
the LR and LRSKDE tests are both outperforming the NSBS and NSBSKDE with
power nearly equal or equal to 1 for the well-separated mixtures. However, all the
considered tests seem to have a level larger than the specified level α “ 0.1 for the
uniform distribution. Further simulations, which we do not report here, show that
this improves when the sample size is increased to n “ 500. Note that the mixtures
with mixture probability pi0 “ .4 are more difficult to distinguish than those with
pi0 “ .2. This is to be expected as the former mixtures are close to being symmetric
around the mid-point pu01 ` u02q{2.
It would be interesting to know whether the level of our testing procedure based
on the bootstrapped likelihood ratio test equals the theoretical level. The problem
is however far from being trivial. Deriving the asymptotic level for example would
require establishing the limit distribution of our statistic under the null hypothesis
and also showing that it admits a continuous cumulative distribution function. Es-
tablishing such results requires a thorough study of the global asymptotics of the
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log-concave MLE. As this is outside the scope of this paper, the question remains
open.
5.2 Gaussian versus symmetric log-concave clustering
We now consider the problem of clustering, i.e., of assigning to each observation in
a dataset a label without being given any “training” labels. We will assume that
the data can be clustered into two groups, which we will do by by fitting the two-
component mixture (2) and assigning a label to an observation X based on whether
our estimate of the posterior probability
pi0f0pX ´ u01q
pi0f0pX ´ u01q ` p1´ pi0qfpX ´ u02q
(12)
is greater than 1{2 or not.
We fit the mixture three different ways. In the first basic approach, labeled “G”,
we maximize the likelihood (5) under the assumption that the component f is a
normal density. We use the EM algorithm to maximize the likelihood. Our next
two approaches both use the method of Hunter et al. (2007) to estimate the mixture
components u01, u
0
2, and pi
0. Then we either fit the components using a Gaussian
density (denoted “HG”), with variance estimate also given by Hunter et al. (2007),
or we use the symmetric log-concave density estimator (denoted “SLC”) for the
components. The fourth approach is based on the estimators of Hunter et al. (2007)
and the kernel density estimator based on the inversion formula given in (9) by
Bordes et al. (2006) where we truncate the infinite sum at some large integer K ą 0.
Precisely, let g¯n be a standard density estimator of the mixed density g
0. Then, the
KDE of f0 we use is given by maxp1{2pf¯npxq ` f¯p´xqq, 0q where
f¯npxq “
Kÿ
k“0
ˆ ´qpin
1´ qpin
˙k
g¯n
`
x` qu2,n ` kpqu2,n ´ qu1,nq˘.
We should note that this formula is only valid, when qpin ă 1{2. Hence, 1´ qpin and
pqu2,n, qu1,nq should replace qpin and pqu1,n, qu2,nq When qpin ě 1{2.
We record the average missclassification count when the true density is one of
the densities in the left column of Table 2. In all cases the number of replications is
R “ 5000, the sample size is n “ 500, u02 ´ u01 “ 1 and pi0 “ .2.
The performances of the four approaches were then compared, and the results
are reported in Table 2. The KDE approach does clearly worse than the three other
methods. The SLC outperforms HG by 16% when the true density is Ur´1, 1s.
In the other cases, they perform similarly. All four methods define the two clus-
ter regions by dividing the real line into two half-lines. The HG and SLC methods
have the same mixture components so the shape of the component density estimates
have to be dramatically different (e.g., uniform instead of normal) in order to no-
ticeably change the results; note this somewhat deceiving outcome is not totally in
contradiction with the finding of Cule et al. (2010) about the performance of their
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Distribution pi0
XXXXXXXXXXTest
u02 ´ u01 “ 0 1 3
N p0, 1q
.2
LR 0.11 0.15 1.00
NSBS 0.06 0.07 0.34
NSBSKDE 0.07 0.08 0.40
LRSKDE 0.11 0.11 1.00
.4
LR * 0.14 0.86
NSBS * 0.05 0.28
NSBSKDE * 0.08 0.26
LRSKDE * 0.11 0.87
Lp1q
.2
LR 0.11 0.22 0.99
NSBS 0.11 0.01 0.01
NSBSKDE 0.13 0.11 0.02
LRSKDE 0.12 0.19 0.98
.4
LR * 0.14 0.89
NSBS * 0.08 0.12
NSBSKDE * 0.08 0.03
LRSKDE * 0.18 0.86
Ur´1, 1s
.2
LR 0.19 0.92 1.00
NSBS 0.11 0.07 0.16
NSBSKDE 0.11 0.08 0.14
LRSKDE 0.25 0.99 1.00
.4
LR * 0.60 1.00
NSBS * 0.09 0.78
NSBSKDE * 0.07 0.75
LRSKDE * 0.54 1.00
Table 1: Values of the bootstrapped power for LR, NSBS, NSBSKDE and LRSKDE
tests when the true density is pi0f0p¨ ´ u01q ` p1 ´ pi0qf0p¨ ´ u02q, where u01 “ 0,
u02 ´ u01 P t0, 1, 3u, pi0 P t0.2, 0.4u, and f0 is one of the zero-symmetric log-concave
densities shown in the first column. The nominal level is α “ 0.1. The sample size
is n “ 250, the number of bootstraps and the number of replications were taken to
be B “ 49 and R “ 500, respectively. The common value of the power under H0 is
replaced by “*”.
G HG SLC KDE
N p0, 1q 163 p0.44q 170 p0.30q 170 p0.30q 182 (0.88)
Lp1q 223 p0.64q 173 p0.32q 174 p0.28q 154 (0.82)
Up´1, 1q 144 p0.15q 66 p0.11q 55 p0.10q 105 (0.28)
Table 2: Comparison of the four different clustering methods given by the column
labels, see text for more details. The reported numbers are the average number of
misclassifications out of n “ 500 samples over R “ 5000 replications under each of
the three log-concave densities in the left column. Here u02 ´ u01 “ 1 and pi0 “ .2.
The numbers in parentheses are the corresponding standard errors.
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two-dimensional log-concave classifier applied to the Breast cancer data of Wiscon-
sin; see Cule et al. (2010) for details. The authors found that the log-concave MLE
reduces the percentage of misclassification from 10.36% obtained for the Gaussian
estimate to only 8.43% for that particular data set. The posterior probabilities of
cluster membership, which can be used as a measurement of uncertainty, can also
differ noticeably between the HG method and our SLC method.
6 Data application
In this section, we apply our new estimation approach to two different datasets.
6.1 Old Faithful data
The data to which we first apply our estimation procedure are the times, in minutes,
between eruptions of the Old Faithful geyser in Yellowstone National park. There
are many forms of the Old Faithful data. As far as we know, the oldest version of
the data was collected by S. Weisberg from R. Hutchinson in August 1978. The data
we analyze were collected between August 1 and August 15, 1985 continuously, and
are from Azzalini and Bowman (1990). The following explanation from Weisberg
(2005) motivates interest in the data:
Old Faithful Geyser is an important tourist attraction, with up to several
thousand people watching it erupt on pleasant summer days. The park
service uses data like these to obtain a prediction equation for the time
to the next eruption.
In Figure 2, we have two plots related to the Old Faithful data. The plot on the
left depicts a descriptive histogram of the data with around 30 bins (which is too
many for optimal estimation) along with the plots of four mixture density estimates.
The “SLC” (symmetric log-concave) estimate is the mixture model where u01, u
0
2 and
pi0 are estimated using the method of Hunter et al. (2007), and then the components
are estimated using our symmetric log-concave estimator. The “HG” (Hunter et al.
and Gaussian components) estimate is given by again using the method of Hunter
et al. (2007) to find estimates of the mixture parameters whereas the nonparametric
components are taken to be Gaussian components (the same Gaussian density for
both mixture components). The estimates for u01, u
0
2, and pi
0 given by Hunter et al.
(2007) are 55.5, 80.5, and .33, respectively. The “G” (Gaussian) estimate in the
plot is based on simply using a Gaussian mixture model with two components with
equal variances. Assuming equal variances forces the two components to be identical,
which makes the model analogous to the others. In this case, we estimated u01, u
0
2,
and pi0 by the EM algorithm (Dempster et al., 1977), with estimated values of
55.3, 81.0, and .339. The normal components are slightly more peaked than the
log-concave ones, but the overall fit is fairly similar; in large part this is because
the locations and weights are very similar. Finally, the ‘KDE’ is a standard kernel
density estimator with an optimal bandwidth.
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Figure 2: Time between eruptions of Old Faithful Geyser (min). The “SLC” and
“HG” estimates both use the method of Hunter et al. (2007) to estimate the mixture
parameters u01, u
0
2, and pi
0. “SLC” then fits with symmetric log-concave components
and “HG” fits with Gaussian components. The “G” estimate is the maximum
likelihood estimate of a mixture model with two Gaussian components with equal
variances. The ”KDE” is a standard kernel density estimator with an optimal
bandwidth.
The plot on the right is that of the zero-symmetric log-concave component, cen-
tered at 0, used in the mixture density. As expected from the known theoretical
properties of this estimator, it has a flat interval about the origin, and is the expo-
nential of a concave piecewise linear and zero-symmetric function.
6.2 Height data
We next examine 1766 human height observations. We look at the heights of the
population of Campora, a village in the south of Italy. This population is studied
by the “Genetic Park of Cilento and Vallo di Dano Project” (Ciullo, 2009), which is
interested in identifying geographically and genetically isolated populations. Such
populations are of particular interest because in addition to “genetic homogeneity,”
they have a “uniformity of diet, life style and environment.” These homogeneities
are valuable in the study of genetic risk factors for complex pathologies such as “hy-
pertension, diabetes, obesity, cancer, and neurodegenerative diseases,” by allowing
for a “simplification of the complexity of genetic models” involved, because of the
population’s homogeneity (Ciullo, 2009).
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Colonna et al. (2007) provide evidence that this population is indeed genetically
isolated. Because of this feature, the distribution of heights of this population is
not necessarily the same as that of the global population at large, so estimating
its distribution is of interest. Height data are often modeled as mixtures of two
components, corresponding to the two sexes.
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Figure 3: Height data of the population of Campora . The “SLC” and “HG” esti-
mates both use the method of Hunter et al. (2007) to estimate the mixture param-
eters u01, u
0
2, and pi
0. “SLC” then fits with symmetric log-concave components and
“HG” fits with Gaussian components. The “G” estimate is the maximum likelihood
estimate of a mixture model with two Gaussian components with equal variances.
The ‘KDE’ is a standard kernel density estimator with an optimal bandwidth.
We present plots related to the height data in Figure 3. The height data do
not exhibit multi-modality, but two-component mixtures still fit the data well. The
three approaches that we consider fit similarly, but the log-concave components are
able to capture a bit more asymmetry near to the mode.
The plot on the right includes the mixture component density (labeled “All”), in
black. The data include the sex of each individual, so, using this extra information
we can also estimate the true component densities separately: the zero-symmetric
log-concave density estimate can be compared to the estimates of the density of the
heights for either sex considered alone. Figure 4 shows the plots of the (descriptive)
histograms of the heights for men and women and fitted standard kernel density
estimators. The assumption of symmetry of the distribution of the heights for
each of the genders seems to be reasonable to make. The observed proportion of
women is 0.57, whereas the observed medians of the heights for women and men
were found to be 156.0 and 168.7, respectively. Using the estimation method of
Hunter et al. (2007), we found qpin “ 0.72, qu1,n “ 157.5, and qu2,n “ 170.5. Here
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qpin and qu1,n correspond to the component for women. The components estimated
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Figure 4: Descriptive histograms of the height data for women (left) and men (right)
after centering around the median. The “SLC” is the log-concave MLE of the true
density constrained to have mode at 0. The “KDE” is a standard kernel density
estimator with an optimal bandwidth.
by using the labels for men and women differ from that using the mixture model
without the labels especially towards the center. We believe that this is essentially
due to the difference between the estimates of the mixture parameters pi0, µ01 and
µ02 obtained by ignoring or using the information available about the gender. In the
latter case, the locations are estimated by the respective medians. It does appear
that the distributions of heights of men and women are somewhat different near
those centers, with women having a more peaked density and men having a flatter
one. Thus, in the mixture model, without using the labels, the component density
estimate is somewhere in between the two shapes.
7 Conclusions
The goal in this paper is to make use of the log-concavity constraint to estimate the
unknown density component in a semi-parametric location mixture model assuming
that this unknown density is symmetric around the origin. The first motivation
for choosing this approach is that many densities are log-concave. The second one
is to build an estimation procedure that does not depend on a tuning parameter.
Our log-concave MLE is computed by maximizing the log-likelihood function after
estimating the mixture parameters using the approach of Hunter et al. (2007). The
computation is easily implementable using the EM algorithm in combination with
an active set algorithm already implemented in the R package logcondens.mode.
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As already mentioned, our method is not advocated for heavy-tailed densities.
In such cases, other shape constraints may be more appropriate, specifically, s-
concavity, as studied in Koenker and Mizera (2010) and Doss and Wellner (2015).
Unfortunately, the theory of estimators of s-concave densities is less developed than
that of log-concave MLEs, which remains a barrier to using s-concavity in our cur-
rent context.
Finally, Hunter et al. (2007) give sufficient conditions on the mixing probabilities
and mixture locations for the model to be 3-identifiable. In this case, the mixture
parameters can still be computed using the method of Hunter et al. (2007), and
the log-concave MLE can be computed as described in this paper. However, it is
not immediate in that case whether the same proof approaches would still yield the
same rate of convergence. Recently, Balabdaoui and Butucea (2014) proved that
the number of components k, the mixture parameters and the unknown density are
identifiable provided that the density is Po´lya frequency (of infinite order) such that
its expectation is equal to zero. For a precise definition of Po´lya frequence functions,
we refer to Schoenberg (1951). The obtained identifiability result can be used of
course in the case of symmetry but it is certainly not a requirement. Note that
imposing the log-concave constraint in this setting is natural since the class of Po´lya
frequency functions is a subset of the log-concave class as shown by Schoenberg
(1951). One may argue that non-parametric classes such as symmetric densities
or Po´lya frequency functions with expectation equal to zero are not large enough.
However, it seems that identifiability is hard to obtain if one allows for large classes.
A Appendix
A.1 Main Proofs
Proof of Proposition 2.1. To show existence, we first start by proving that pψn
is necessarily a piecewise linear function that is flat in the neighborhood of zero.
Let ψ P SC. Also, let Zp1q denote the first order statistic of the transformed data
Zi’s defined in Proposition 2.1. Consider ψ¯ the unique concave function such that
ψ¯pZiq “ ψpZiq, i “ 1, . . . , 2n, ψ¯p0q “ ψ¯pZp1qq, ψ¯ is piecewise linear between the
points Zi, i “ 1, . . . , 2n, ψ¯ptq “ ´8 for t ą Zp2nq and ψptq “ ψp´tq for t P R.
Clearly, ψ¯ P SC and admits the properties qpineψ¯pXi´qu1,nq ` p1 ´ qpinqeψ¯pXi´qu2,nq “qpineψpXi´qu1,nq ` p1 ´ qpinqeψpXi´qu2,nq for i “ 1, . . . , n and ψ¯ ď ψ. This implies that
Φnpψ¯q ě Φnpψq and the logarithm of the MLE has to be necessarily piecewise linear
between the transformed data points Zi and ´Zi, i “ 1, . . . , 2n with a flat piece
in the neighborhood of zero and support r´Zp2nq, Zp2nqs. Further, if a maximizerpfn “ expp pψnq exists then it has to be a density. This follows from the fact thatpψn `  P SC for all  P R, and
0 “ lim
Ñ0
Φnp pψn ` q ´ Φnp pψnq

“ 1´
ż
R
expp pψnq.
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Given the results obtained above, a function ψ P SC can be identified with the
vector
ψ ”
´
ψpXi ´ qu1,nq, ψpXi ´ qu2,nq¯n
i“1
“
´
ψpZ2i´1q, ψpZ2iq
¯n
i“1
.
Let SCn denote the set of such vectors. In this second part of the proof, we will show
that the maximization problem admits a solution. It is clear that Φn is continuous
on SCn. In the following, we will show that Φn is necessarily maximized on a
compact set. To this aim, consider ψppq to be a maximizing sequence, such thatş
exppψppqptqqdt “ 1, and as pÑ8
max
1ďiďn
ˇˇ
ψppqpZpiqq
ˇˇÑ8, and ˇˇψppqpZpiqqˇˇÑ li P r´8,8s, for 1 ď i ď n
where Zpiq denotes the i-th order statistic of Z1, . . . , Z2n.
For 1 ď i ď n write ψppqi :“ ψppqpZpiqq. Suppose that for all i P t1, . . . , nu
lim
pÑ8ψ
ppq
i ă 8.
This implies that there exists j P t1, . . . , nu such that limpÑ8 ψppqj “ ´8. If there
exists i P t1, . . . , nu such that Zpjq “ maxp|Xi ´ qu1,n|, |Xi ´ qu2,n|q then
lim
pÑ8 log
´qpin exppψppqp|Xi ´ qu1,n|qq ` p1´ qpinq exppψppqp|Xi ´ qu2,n|qq¯ ď lim
pÑ8ψ
ppq
j
“ ´8
implying that limpÑ8Φnpψppqq “ ´8 which is in contradiction with the definition
of ψppq.
Let us assume now that for any j such that limpÑ8 ψppqj “ ´8, there exists
i P t1, . . . , nu such that
Zpjq “ minp|Xi´qu1,n|, |Xi´qu2,n|q and lim
nÑ8ψ
ppqpmaxp|Xi´qu1,n|, |Xi´qu2,n|q ą ´8.
(13)
Suppose that j “ 2n is the only integer for which this divergence is occurring. Let
i P t1, . . . , nu such that we have Zp2nq “ minp|Xi ´ qu1,n|, |Xi ´ qu2,n|q. Without loss
of generality, assume that |Xi ´ qu1,n| ă |Xi ´ qu2,n|. Put
appq “ p1´ qpinq exp´ψppqp|Xi ´ qu2,n|q¯ , and bppq “ ψppq2n´1
and call a and b their respective limits as pÑ 8. Note that both a and b are in R
by assumption. Consider now the function defined by
hpxq “ log pqpinex ` aq ´ 2pZp2nq ´ Zp2n´1qqexppbq ´ exppxqb´ x
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on p´8, 0s. Put ∆2n´1 “ Zp2nq ´ Zp2n´1q. We have that
h1pxq “ qpin exppxqqpin exppxq ` a ´ 2∆2n´1b´ x
ˆ
exppbq ´ exppxq
b´ x ´ exppxq
˙
which has the same sign as
qpin ´ 2∆2n´1 exppbq´qpin exppxq ` a¯ 1
b´ x
ˆ
expp´xq ´ expp´bq
b´ x ´ expp´bq
˙
“ qpin ´ 2∆2n´1 exppbq´qpin exppxq ` a¯expp´xq ´ expp´bqpb´ xq2
ˆ
1´ pb´ xq expp´bq
expp´xq ´ expp´bq
˙
Ñ ´8, as xÑ ´8.
This implies that as pÑ8
log
´qpin exppψppqp|Xi ´ qu1,n|q ` p1´ qpinq exppψppqp|Xi ´ qu2,n|qq¯´ ż Zp2nq
Zp2n´1q
exppψppqqptqdt
must be decreasing, and hence bigger values of the log-likelihood are to be obtained
if ψppqpZp2nqq were not divergent. This implies that ψppq2n cannot diverge to ´8. The
same reasoning can be applied if (13) is satisfied by other integers k P t1, . . . , 2n´1u,
and let j be the smallest one. Let i be such that Zpjq “ minp|Xi´ qu1,n|, |Xi´ qu2,n|q.
Note that j ą 1. Also, note that by definition of j limpÑ8 ψppqpZpj´1qq ą ´8.
Thus, we obtain the same conclusion as before, that is, the term
log
´qpin exppψppqp|Xi ´ qu1,n|q ` p1´ qpinq exppψppqp|Xi ´ qu2,n|qq¯´ ż Zpjq
Zpj´1q
exppψppqqptqdt
can be increased (and hence the log-likelihood) if ψ
ppq
j were not diverging to ´8. By
a recursive reasoning, we obtain the same conclusion about the remaining integers.
Now suppose that limpÑ8max1ďiďn ψppqpZpiqq “ 8. Since ψppq is decreasing on
r0,8q, max1ďiďn ψppqpZpiqq “ ψppqpZp1qq Ñ 8 as p Ñ 8. For x P rZp1q, Zp2qs, we
have
1 ě
ż Zp2q
Zp1q
exppψppq1 q exp
˜
ψ
ppq
2 ´ ψppq1
Zp2q ´ Zp1q pt´ Zp1qq
¸
dt
“ exppψppq1 qpZp2q ´ Zp1qq
1´ exppψppq1 ´ ψppq2 q
ψ
ppq
1 ´ ψppq2
ě exppψppq1 qpZp2q ´ Zp1qq
1
ψ
ppq
1 ´ ψppq2 ` 1
,
where the last inequality follows from the fact that 1´expp´tqt ě 1t`1 on r0,8q. This
implies that
ψ
ppq
1 ´ ψppq2 ě exppψppq1 qpZp2q ´ Zp1qq ´ 1.
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Thus
ψ
ppq
1 ` ψppq2 “ 2ψppq1 ` ψppq2 ´ ψppq1 ď 2ψppq1 ´ exppψppq1 qpZp2q ´ Zp1qq ` 1 Ñ ´8
as p Ñ 8, and hence ψppq2 ď pψppq1 ` ψppq2 q{2 Ñ ´8. Since a maximizer of Φn is
necessarily constant on r´τ1, τ1s with τ1 the first kink point, here equal to Zp1q, we
can write
1 “ 2 exppψppq1 qZp1q `
nÿ
j“2
ż Zpj`1q
Zpjq
exppψppqptqqdt ě 2 exppψppq1 qZp1q
But this implies using the results obtained above that exppψppq1 q ď 1{p2Zp1qq, which
contradicts the assumption that ψ
ppq
1 Ñ8. l
Proof of Proposition 2.2. This follows from arguments similar to those used in
the proof of Theorem 2.2 of Du¨mbgen and Rufibach (2009). l
Proof of Proposition 2.3: Using symmetry of pfn and ∆, and the definition ofpFn, the inequality in (7) can be re-written asż 8
0
∆pxqdpFnpxq ď ż 8
0
∆pxq pfn` pxqdx, (14)
with equality for ∆ satisfying pψn` ˘ ∆ P SC for  ą 0 small enough. For z P r0,8q,
consider the concave perturbation function defined on r0,8q as
∆zpxq “ ´px´ zq`
“
#
z ´ x if x ě z
0 otherwise.
Using Fubini’s theorem, the inequality in (14) yields
Zp2nq ´ z ´
ż Zp2nq
z
pFnpxqdx ě Zp2nq ´ z ´ ż Zp2nq
z
pFn` pxqdx.
This yieldsż z
0
pFn` pxqdx ď ż z
0
pFnpxqdx` ż Zp2nq
0
pFn` pxqdx´ ż Zp2nq
0
pFnpxqdx.
Since for z “ 0, the inequality in (14) becomes an equality (∆0 is a straight line,
and hence satisfies pψn` ˘ ∆0 P SC for  ą 0 small enough), we have thatż Zp2nq
0
pFnpxqdx “ ż Zp2nq
0
pFn` pxqdx
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from which follows the inequality part in (9). The equality part follows from noting
that when z is a knot of pψn` “ logp pfn` q we have pψn` ˘ ∆z P SC for  ą 0 small
enough. l
Next we state and prove propositions and lemmas needed for the proofs of the
theorems in Section 3, and then prove those theorems. We start by stating several
propositions of the Glivenko-Cantelli type. To begin, let C be the class of convex
and compact subsets (intervals) in R. The following theorem of Bhattacharya and
Ranga Rao (1976) will be an important component of the proof of Proposition A.1
Theorem A.1 (Theorem 1.11, page 22, Bhattacharya and Ranga Rao (1976))
Let P be a probability measure on R. Then, as nÑ8
sup
CPC
|PnpCq ´ P pCq| Ñ 0
almost surely.
Proposition A.1 Fix α P p0, 1q. Let X1, . . . , Xn be n independent observations
from the density g0 “ qpi0nf0p¨ ´ u01q ` p1 ´ qpi0nqf0p¨ ´ u02q, and qu1,n and qu2,n be any
consistent estimators of u01 and u
0
2. Write u¯n “ pqu1,n ` qu2,nq{2, u¯0 “ pu01 ` u02q{2
and let N¯ “ řni“1 1Xiďu¯. Then, for any  ą 0, there exists n0 such that
P
˜
min
"
|C| : C P C such that N¯´1
ÿ
i:Xiďu¯n
1tXiPCu ě α
*
ě αGpu¯
0q
2}g0}8
¸
ě 1´ 
for all n ě n0.
Proof: Let C denote the class of all convex and compact subsets in R. Fix  ą 0.
For C P C we have that
N¯´1
ÿ
i:Xiďu¯
1tXiPCu “
PnpCXs ´8, u¯sq
Gnpu¯q “
PnpCu¯q
Gnpu¯q .
where Cu¯ “ CXs´8, u¯sq is also compact and convex. To simplify notation, we write
C for Cu¯nq, and g, G and P the true density, distribution function and associated
measure respectively. Then
PnpCq
Gnpu¯nq ´
P pCq
Gpu¯0q “
rPnpCq ´ P pCqsGpu¯nq ´ P pCqrGnpu¯nq ´Gpu¯nqs
Gnpu¯nqGpu¯nq
´ P pCqrGpu¯nq ´Gpu¯
0qs
Gpu¯nqGpu¯0q .
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Consistency of qu1,n and qu2,n, the fact that the class ts ´ 8, xs : x P Ru is Glivenko-
Cantelli (see Example 2.5.4 of van der Vaart and Wellner (1996)) and continuity of
g imply that the event"
Gpu¯nq ě Gpu¯
0q
2
,Gnpu¯nq ě Gpu¯
0q
2
, max
tPru¯0^u¯n,u¯0_u¯ns
gptq ď 2gpu¯0q
*
occurs with probability converging to one. On the other hand, we have thatˇˇˇˇ
PnpCq
Gnpu¯nq ´
P pCq
Gpu¯0q
ˇˇˇˇ
ď supCPC |PnpCq ´ P pCq| ` supxPR |Gnpxq ´Gpxq|
Gnpu¯nqGpu¯nq
`|Gpu¯nq ´Gpu¯
0q|
Gpu¯nqGpu¯0q
ď supCPC |PnpCq ´ P pCq| ` supxPR |Gnpxq ´Gpxq|
Gnpu¯nqGpu¯nq
`gpξq|u¯n ´ u¯
0|
Gpu¯nqGpu¯0q , for some ξ P ru¯
0 ^ u¯n, u¯0 _ u¯ns
ď D
ˆ
sup
CPC
|PnpCq ´ P pCq| ` sup
xPR
|Gnpxq ´Gpxq| ` |u¯n ´ u¯0|
˙
probability increasing to one, where D “ 4Gpu¯0q´2 maxp2gpu¯0q, 1q. Using Theo-
rem A.1, and again consistency of u¯n, we conclude that
sup
CPC
ˇˇˇˇ
PnpCq
Gnpu¯nq ´
P pCq
Gpu¯0q
ˇˇˇˇ
Ñ 0 in probability as nÑ8.
In particular, this implies that for any fixed  ą 0 there exists n0 such that
P
ˆ
PnpCq
Gnpu¯nq ď
P pCq
Gpu¯0q `
α
2
for all C P C
˙
ě 1´ .
Let us denote by En,α{2 the event
!
PnpCq
Gnpu¯nq ď
P pCq
Gpu¯0q ` α2 for all C P C
)
. Also, consider
the subclass
Cα{2 “
"
C P C : P pCq
Gpu¯0q ě
α
2
*
.
Clearly, for any C P Cα{2 we have that
|C| ě αGpu¯
0q
2}g}8 .
On the other hand,#
C P C : N¯´1
ÿ
i:Xiďu¯n
1tXiPCu ě α
+
“
"
C P C : PnpCq
Gnpu¯nq ě α for C P C
*
“
""
C P C : PnpCq
Gnpu¯nq ě α
*
X En,α{2
*
Y
""
C P C : PnpCq
Gnpu¯nq ě α
*
X Ecn,α{2
*
Ď Cα{2 Y
""
C P C : PnpCq
Gnpu¯nq ě αu
*
X Ecn,α{2
*
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implying that for n ě n0
P
˜
min
 |C| : C P C such that N¯´1 ÿ
i:Xiďu¯n
1tXiPCu ě α
( ă αGpu¯0q
2}g0}8
¸
ď 
completing the proof of the Proposition. l
Lemma A.1 Let ψ P SC, a ă b P R and λ P r0, 1s. If pptq “ λ exppψpt´aqq` p1´
λq exppψpt´ bqq, then ż
R
| logppptqq|pptqdt ă 8.
Proof: Note that for t P R we have that
|t´ a| ď |t´ b| ðñ t ď pa` bq{2.
Using the fact that the function t ÞÑ | logptq|t is increasing on p0, e´1s and that ψ is
decreasing on r0,8q, we have for A taken to be larger than pa` bq{2,ż 8
A
ˇˇˇ
logppptqq|pptqdt ď
ż 8
A
|ψpt´ aq| exppψpt´ aqqdt
ă 8
where the second inequality follows e.g. from Lemma 2 in Schuhmacher and Du¨mb-
gen (2010). By symmetry, the integral on p´8,´As is also finite. l
In the following, we introduce a condition that will be useful in proving consistency
of our estimator.
The condition (C): We will say that an (ordered) pair pf, hq “ peψ, eφq of log-
concave densities satisfy the condition pCq if for all d P R,ż 8
0
|φpt` dq| fptqdt ă 8.
Note that h must have support p´8,8q.
Lemma A.2 Let ψ0 and φ be elements of SC. Let a0 ă b0 be real numbers and
λ0 P r0, 1s. Let pakq, pbkq, and pλkq, for k ą 0, be sequences of real numbers
converging to a0, b0, and λ0, respectively. Let
pkp¨q “ λk exppψ0p¨ ´ akqq ` p1´ λkq exppψ0p¨ ´ bkqq,
pk,φp¨q “ pkp¨q ‹ eφp¨q “ λk exppψ0p¨ ´ akqq ‹ eφp¨q ` p1´ λkq exppψ0pt´ bkqq ‹ eφp¨q,
for k “ 0, 1, . . .. Let eψ0 and eφ satisfy condition pCq. Thenż
R
log ppk,φptqq p0ptq dt ÝÑ
ż
R
log pp0,φptqq p0ptq dt (15)
as k Ñ8.
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Proof: It is enough to show that for k large, | log pk,φ| is bounded by a p0-integrable
function to apply the Lebesgue Dominated Convergence Theorem. Since pk,φ is
uniformly bounded above, to upper bound | log pk,φ| we need to lower bound pk,φ.
Now,
pk,φpxq “
ż
R
pkpyqeφpx´yq dy ě
ż β
α
ˆ
min
zPrα,βs
pkpzq
˙
eφpx´yq dy (16)
for any α and β. Taking α and β to be in the interior of the support of p0, we have
that, for all k large enough, minzPrα,βs pkpzq ě c for some c ą 0. Now because φ is
concave, if x ě A where A is large enough, φ is decreasing on rx ´ β, x ´ αs, i.e.
φpx´ yq is increasing in y for y P rα, βs, so that then φpx´ yq ě φpx´ αq. Taking
A large enough that φpx ´ αq ă 0, so |φpx ´ yq| ď |φpx ´ αq|, we have that, for k
large, and x ą A, (16) is bounded below by
c
ż β
α
eφpx´αq dy “ pβ ´ αqceφpx´αq.
Recall that if d1 ă d2, then
|t´ d1| ď |t´ d2| ðñ t ď pd1 ` d2q{2.
Thus, taking A ą pa` bq{2,ż 8
A
|φpx´ αq|p0pxq dx ď
ż 8
A
|φpx´ αq|eψ0px´b0q dx “
ż 8
A`b
|φpx´ α` bq|eψ0pxq dx,
and this is less than infinity, by the condition pCq. Thus, for x ě A and k large,
| log pk,φpxq| ď | log ppβ ´ αqcq | ` |φpx´ αq|,
so we have shown that | log pk,φ| is bounded by a function p0-integrable on rA,8q. A
similar argument shows it is bounded by a function integrable on p´8,´As. Finally,
since p0,φ has support p´8,8q (since eφ has support p´8,8q by the condition pCq),
sup
xPr´A,As
| log pk,φpxq| ď sup
xPr´A´η,A`ηs
| log p0pxq| ă 8,
for all k large enough that maxp|a0 ´ ak|, |b0 ´ bk|q ă η for some η ą 0. Thus for
k large we have shown that | log pk,φ| is bounded by a p0-integrable function on R,
and pk,φptq Ñ p0,φptq for all t P R, so (15) holds. l
Note that for any log-concave density f “ eψ, if φ is a polynomial function, then
f and eφ satisfy condition (C), since log-concave densities have finite moments of
all orders. In particular, we may take eφ to be any normal density, which we will
do below in the proof of consistency. Theorem 3.1 will rely on the following two
Glivenko-Cantelli propositions. As is standard, we say that a class of functions F is
a G-Glivenko-Cantelli class if supfPF |Gnpfq ´Gpfq| Ñ 0 as n Ñ 8 almost surely,
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where Gn is the empirical probability measure based on i.i.d. draws from G, and we
write µpfq “ ş fdµ for a function f and a measure µ (as in e.g. van der Vaart and
Wellner (1996) or van de Geer (2000)). (This is sometimes known as being strong
Glivenko-Cantelli because the convergence is almost sure, rather than in probability
(van der Vaart and Wellner, 2000).)
Proposition A.2 Let M ą 0 and LCM be the class of log-concave functions bounded
by M . For a fixed b ą 0, consider the class of functions
Fb “
!
f : f “ logpλh1 ` p1´ λqh2 ` bq, h1, h2 P LCM , λ P r0, 1s
)
.
Then Fb is a Glivenko-Cantelli class for any probability measure P .
Proof: Since all f P LCM are unimodal, LCM Ă M`M ´M`M where M`M :“tf : 0 ď f ďM,f is nondecreasingu. By Theorem 2.7.5 and Theorem 2.4.1 in van der
Vaart and Wellner (1996), M`M is a (strong) P -Glivenko-Cantelli class for any P .
By the Glivenko-Cantelli preservation Theorem 3 of van der Vaart and Wellner
(2000), ϕpM`M ,M`M q is P -Glivenko-Cantelli, with ϕpx, yq :“ x ´ y here, so LCM
also is P -Glivenko-Cantelli, since it has an integrable envelope by construction. Now
letting ϕph1, h2, λq :“ log pλh1 ` p1´ λqh2 ` bq, another application of Theorem 3 of
van der Vaart and Wellner (2000) yields that Fb “ ϕ
`LCM ,LCM ,  λ1p´8,8qpxq : λ P r0, 1s(˘
is also Glivenko-Cantelli since each of the three argument classes are, as long as Fb
has a P -integrable envelope. But this is immediate since logpbq ď f ď logpM ` bq
for all f P Fb. l
We will also need a Glivenko-Cantelli result for the case b “ 0. In order for such
a result to hold, we need to restrict attention to just logs of mixtures of a single
density; despite the unboundedness of the functions involved, this will allow us to
have an integrable envelope, at least for the true P0.
Proposition A.3 Fix f˜0 P SLC1, qpin P r0, 1s, a ă b and let p0pxq “ qpinf˜0px´ aq `
p1´qpinqf˜0px´bq, x P R, and P0 the corresponding probability measure. Let q P SLC1
be such that pf˜0, qq satisfy the Condition (C). Then the class of functions
H “
!
log pλqpx´ αq ` p1´ λqqpx´ βqq :
α P “a´ r, a` r‰, β P “b´ r, b` r‰, λ P r0, 1s)
for any fixed r ą 0 is P0-Glivenko-Cantelli.
Proof: Without loss of generality, we take r “ 1 in this proof. For any c P R let
Pc :“ tqp¨ ´ zq : z P rc´ 1, c` 1su. Then the classes Pa and Pb are both contained
in LCM with M “ supx qpxq, and in the proof of Proposition A.2 we showed that
LCM is P -Glivenko-Cantelli for any P . Let T ph1, h2, λq :“ log pλh1 ` p1´ λqh2q
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and let I0,1 :“
 
λ1p´8,8qpxq : λ P r0, 1s
(
. Then by Theorem 3 of van der Vaart and
Wellner (2000), the class T pPa,Pb, I0,1q is P0-Glivenko-Cantelli as long as it has a
P0-integrable envelope, which is what we will show now.
Let c` P R be such that log qpx ´ pb ` 1qq ă 0 if x ą c`. Then for any h P H,
hpxq ď 0 for x ą c` by the unimodality of q. Note qpx ´ αq ě qpx ´ pa ´ 1qq for
x ě a` 1 ě α ě a´ 1 and qpx´ βq ě qpx´ pb´ 1qq if x ě b` 1 ě β ě b´ 1. Thus,
for x ą pb` 1q _ c`, h P H satisfies
0 ě hpxq ě log pλqpx´ pa´ 1qq ` p1´ λqqpx´ pb´ 1qqq
ě log qpx´ pa´ 1qq, (17)
since b ą a. A similar argument shows for x ă pa ´ 1q ^ c´ for some c´ P R, that
0 ě hpxq ě log qpx ´ pb ` 1qq. By the assumption that Condition pCq holds for
pf˜0, qq, it is immediate that log qp¨ ´ pa´ 1qq and log qp¨ ´ pb` 1qq are p0-integrable.
All h P H are uniformly bounded on rpa´ 1q ^ c´, pb` 1q _ c`s, since the support
of p0,ϕ is R, since p0,ϕ is unimodal, and since the range of α and β in the definition
of H is bounded. Thus H has a P0-integrable envelope and so we are done. l
Theorem A.2 Let pgn denote again the MLE of the mixed density. Then, for a
given  ą 0 there exist an integer n0 ą 0 and D ą 0 depending on  such that
P p}pgn}8 ď Dq ě 1´ .
for all n ě n0.
Proof: Fix  ą 0. Recall that if a ă b, then for t P R
|t´ a| ď |t´ b| ðñ t ď pa` bq{2.
Write u¯ “ pqu1,n`qu2,nq{2. Using the symmetry of pψn and the fact that it is decreasing
on r0,8q, it follows that
Φnplogppgnqq ď 1
n
ÿ
i:Xiďu¯
pψnpXi ´ qu1,nq ` 1
n
ÿ
i:Xiąu¯
pψnpXi ´ qu2,nq ´ 1. (18)
Without loss of generality, we can assume that tX1, X2, . . . , XN¯u “ tXi : Xi ď u¯u
and that ψnpX1 ´ qu1,nq ă . . . ă pψnpXN¯ ´ qu1,nq,and that
max
i:Xiąu¯
pψnpXi ´ qu2,nq ď max
i:Xiďu¯
pψnpXi ´ qu1,nq
otherwise the same reasoning above has to be applied to the second term of the
right side of the inequality in (18). In the following, let
Mn “ pψnpXn ´ qu1,nq
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the largest value taken by pψnpXi ´ qu1,nq and pψnpXi ´ qu2,nq for i “ 1, . . . , n.
Following the notation of Schuhmacher and Du¨mbgen (2010) in the proof of their
Lemma 4, let k “ tN¯αu for some fixed α P p0, 1s, Ck the convex hull of the set
tXi ´ qu1,n, i ě ku and m “ pψnpXk ´ qu1,nq. Also, let
η “ αGpu¯
0q
2}g0}8 .
In the sequel, Ck ` qu1,n “ tt ` qu1,n : t P Cku. Note that Ck ` qu1,n is convex and
compact such that
ÿ
i:Xiďu¯
1tXiPCk`qu1,nu “
N¯ÿ
i“1
1tXiPCk`qu1,nu “ N¯ ´ k ` 1 ě N¯p1´ αq.
By taking 1´α in place of α in Proposition A.1, we can find an integer n0 ą 0 such
that for n ě n0.
P p|Ck| ě ηq ě 1´ {5. (19)
Consider the event !
Mn ą B0 :“ maxplogp1{ηq ` 1, 0q
)
. (20)
Using the same argument as in Schuhmacher and Du¨mbgen (2010), we can write
1 “
ż
R
e
pψnptqdt ě ż
Ck
e
pψnptqdt
ě em|Ck| (21)
using monotonicity of pψn on the convex set Ck. By (20). Hence,!
Mn ą B0, |Ck| ą η
)
Ă tMn ą m` 1u. (22)
Indeed, this follows from the fact that
eMn´1 ą 1{η, by (20)
ą 1{|Ck|
ě em by (21).
Also, on the event on the right side of (22), we have for t such that t P Ck ` qu1,n
pψnˆXn ´ qu1,n ` t´Xn
Mn ´m
˙
ě 1
Mn ´m
pψnpt´ qu1,nq ` Mn ´m´ 1
Mn ´m
pψnpXn ´ qu1,nq
ě m
Mn ´m `
MnpMn ´m´ 1q
Mn ´m “Mn ´ 1.
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Thus,
Lebpx P R : pψnpxq ěMn ´ 1q ě LebˆMn ´m´ 1
Mn ´m pXn ´ qu1,nq ` 1Mn ´mCk
˙
“ |Ck|
Mn ´m,
and hence
1 “
ż
R
e
pψnptqdt ě eMn´1|Ck|
Mn ´m
Hence, the event on the right side of (22) is included in!
m ďMn ´ eMn´1|Ck| ăMn ´ eMn´1η
)
.
Let B1 ą 0 be large enough so that B1 ą B0, B1 ´ eB1´1η ă ´eB1´1η{2 and
x ÞÑ x´ ex´1η{2 is decreasing on rB1,8q, and consider the event!
Mn ą B1, |Ck| ą η
)
.
Then, this event is included in!
m ď ´eMn´1η{2
)
and occurrence of the latter implies in turn that
Φnplogppgnqq ď 1
n
„
ptαN¯ u´ 1qMn ´ pN¯ ´ tαN¯ u` 1q1
2
eMn´1η ` n´ N¯
n
Mn

,
and consequently
Φnplogppgnqq ď ˆ1´ p1´ αqN¯
n
˙
Mn ´ p1´ αqN¯
2n
eMn´1η.
Using similar arguments as in the proof of our Proposition A.1, we can increase n0
to ensure that for n ě n0
P
ˆ
N¯
n
ě G
0pu¯0q
2
˙
ě 1´ {5.
Hence, occurrence of the event#
Mn ą B1, |Ck| ą η, N¯
n
ě G
0pu¯0q
2
+
.
implies that
Φnplogppgnqq ď ˆ1´ p1´ αqG0pu¯0q
2
˙
Mn ´ p1´ αqG
0pu¯0q
4
ηeMn´1 (23)
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Next, if we take ew “ ϕσ the density of standard Normal random variable. Then,
Φnplogppgnqq ě Φn ´qpinewp¨´qu1,nq ` p1´ qpinqewp¨´qu2,nq¯
“
ż
R
log
´qpinewpx´qu1,nq ` p1´ qpinqewpx´qu2,nq¯ dpGnpxq ´G0pxqq
`
ż
R
log
´qpinewpx´qu1,nq ` p1´ qpinqewpx´qu2,nq¯ g0pxqdx´ 1.
For η ą 0 small enough, it follows from consistency of qu1,n, qu2,n and qpin that the
event
E0 “
!
|qpin ´ qpi0n| ď η{2, |qu1,n ´ u01| ď η{2, |qu2,n ´ u02| ď η{2)
occurs with probability greater than 1 ´ {5 for n ě n0 (at the cost of increasing
the previous n0). By Proposition A.3, since pf0, ewq certainly satisfy Condition pCq,
this implies that the event
Eemp “
# ˇˇˇˇż
R
log
´qpinewpx´qu1,nq ` p1´ qpinqewpx´qu2,nq¯ dpGnpxq ´G0pxqqˇˇˇˇ ď 1
2
+
occurs with probability greater than 1´{5 for n ě n0. Also, there exists a constant
D ą 0 (depending on ) such that the event
EKL “
# ˇˇˇˇż
R
log
´qpinewpx´qu1,nq ` p1´ qpinqewpx´qu2,nq¯ g0pxqdxˇˇˇˇ ď D+
with probability greater than 1´{5. Indeed, note that qpinewpx´qu1,nq`p1´qpinqewpx´qu2,nq ď
1 for all x P R so thatˇˇˇˇż
R
log
´qpinewpx´qu1,nq ` p1´ qpinqewpx´qu2,nq¯ g0pxqdxˇˇˇˇ
“ ´
ż
R
log
´qpinewpx´qu1,nq ` p1´ qpinqewpx´qu2,nq¯ g0pxqdx.
Using this fact and concavity of the logarithm, it follows that
0 ď ´
ż
R
log
´qpinewpx´qu1,nq ` p1´ qpinqewpx´qu2,nq¯ g0pxqdx
ď 1
2
ż
R
`qpinpx´ qu1,nq2 ` p1´ qpinqpx´ qu2,nq2˘ g0pxqdx
ă 8
since log-concave densities have finite moments of any order. Put L “ ´3{2 ´ D,
and let B2 ą B1 such thatˆ
1´ p1´ αqGpu¯
0q
2
˙
B2 ´ p1´ αqGpu¯
0q
4
ηeB2´1 ă L
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and the function x ÞÑ
´
1´ p1´ αqGpu¯0q2
¯
x´ p1´αqGpu¯0q4 ηex´1 is decreasing on rB2,8q.
By the choice of B2 above, we see that
EX “
#
Mn ą B2, |Ck| ą η, N¯
n
ě G
0pu¯0q
2
+
X E0 X Eemp X EKL “ H
Hence,
P
´
}pgn}8 ą B2¯ “ P pMn ą B2q “ P pMn ą B2, EcXq ď P pEcXq ď .
Note that B2 depends on  through L. l
To establish the first consistency result, note by the definition of pgn we have that
for any density g˜ of the form
g˜ “ qpinfp¨ ´ qu1,nq ` p1´ qpinqfp¨ ´ qu2,nq.
for f P SLC1 that
0 ď
ż
log pgn dGn ´ ż log g˜ dGn ď ż logppgn ` bq dGn ´ ż log g˜ dGn.
Now let b ą 0, and G0 be the cdf of the true mixed density g0. As first established
by Pal et al. (2007) in their Lemma 1, the inequality above yields
2H2ppgn, g0q ď pbq ` ż
R
logppgnptq ` bqdpGnptq ´G0ptqq
`
ż
R
logpg0ptq ` bqdG0ptq ´
ż
R
logpg˜ptqqdG0ptq
´
ż
R
logpg˜ptqqdpGnptq ´G0ptqq
(24)
where Hpp, qq denotes the Hellinger distance and
pbq “ 2
ż
R
d
b
b` g0ptqdG
0ptq.
The main idea behind introducing the small positive quantity b is to avoid integration
issues due to the fact that logppgnq “ ´8 outside a certain interval. In the problem
of estimating a log-concave density, the empirical term on the right side of the
previous inequality was shown to converge to zero using the fact that the maximum
value of the log-concave MLE stays bounded in n, see Theorem 3.2 of Pal et al.
(2007) and Lemma 4 in Schuhmacher and Du¨mbgen (2010) for a generalization of
the same result in the multivariate setting. This property of the MLE was then
combined with the fact that a level set of a bounded unimodal function is convex
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and compact. This cannot be claimed anymore if we replace a unimodal function by
a mixture of two unimodal functions, not even when those functions are log-concave.
For this reason, we shall use instead the Glivenko-Cantelli results proved above.
In our proof, the natural choice for g˜ would be
qgn “ qpinf0p¨ ´ qu1,nq ` p1´ qpinqf0p¨ ´ qu2,nq, (25)
but this is problematic. For instance
ş
log qgndGn can be ´8 for arbitrarily large n if
g0 has compact support. This might occur when the smallest/ largest order statistic
is very close to the left/right end of the support if f0 and qu1,n/qu2,n is smaller/larger
than qu01,n/u02. But even if g0 does not have compact support, if it does have too
large a slope (e.g., it approximates having compact support by dropping towards 0
very quickly at some point), then
ş
log qgn dG0 can still be infinite. Thus, we consider
the surrogate density function
qgn,h “ qpinf0hp¨ ´ qu1,nq ` p1´ qpinqf0hp¨ ´ qu2,nq (26)
where f0h “ f0 ‹ φh, the convolution of f0 and the density of centered normal with
standard deviation h ą 0. This choice alleviates the above-mentioned problems; the
risk of having a divergent log-likelihood is now excluded since f0h , the component
density of qgn,h, is supported on R. Note that f0h is a log-concave density by preser-
vation of log-concavity under convolution (Ibragimov, 1956), and is symmetric.
Proof of Theorem 3.1: The proof starts from the inequality in (24) with qgn,h
(defined in (26)) as g˜. Theorem A.2 says that }pgn}8 is Opp1q, so } pfn}8 is also Opp1q,
meaning that for any  ą 0, there is an M such that pfn lies in LCM (the class of
log-concave functions bounded by M) with probability 1 ´ . Thus, we can apply
Proposition A.2 to conclude thatˇˇˇˇż
R
log ppgnptq ` bq d `Gnptq ´G0ptq˘ˇˇˇˇ ď sup
pPFb
ˇˇˇˇż
R
p d
`
Gn ´G0
˘ˇˇˇˇ ă 
with probability 1´  for n large. Now, let us write
g0hptq “ qpi0nf0p¨ ´ u01q ‹ φh ` p1´ qpi0nqf0p¨ ´ u02q ‹ φh
where φh is the density of aNp0, h2q random variable. It then follows from Lemma A.2
that as nÑ8, ż
R
logpqgn,hqdG0 Ñp ż
R
logpg0hqdG0.
Now, since
ş
R | logpg0q|dG0 ă 8, by Lemma 3.4 of Seregin and Wellner (2010),
pbq `
ż `
logpg0ptq ` bq ´ logpg0hptqq
˘
dG0ptq Ñ
ż `
logpg0q ´ logpg0hq
˘
dG0 (27)
as bŒ 0, by the dominated convergence theorem. Now, for |t| large enough, g0hptq ě
g0ptq, so | log g0hptq| ď | log g0ptq|, and by Seregin and Wellner (2010), as was just
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mentioned, the latter is g0-integrable, so that the right side of (27) converges to 0
as hŒ 0. Thus, for  ą 0, we can take b and h small enough thatˇˇˇˇ
pbq `
ż
R
logpg0ptq ` bqdG0ptq ´
ż
R
logpqgn,hqdG0 ˇˇˇˇ ă 
with high probability for n large enough. Now, with h fixed, by Proposition A.3,ˇˇˇˇż
R
logpqgn,hqdpGn ´G0qˇˇˇˇ ď sup
pPH
ˇˇˇˇż
R
p dpGn ´G0q
ˇˇˇˇ
ă 
with high probability for n large, where H is defined as in Proposition A.3 with q
taken as f0h and p0 taken as g
0; the proof of Lemma A.2 shows that since pf0, φhq
satisfy Condition pCq then log f0h is g0-integrable, and in fact for any d P R, log f0hp¨´
dq is g0-integrable (and so is f0-integrable, so pf0, f0hq satisfy the condition pCq as
needed for Proposition A.3). Thus by (24) we are done. l
Proof of Corollary 3.1. Recall the definition of qgn from (25), as well as the
well-known fact that for any two densities p1 and p2,
1
4
ˆż
R
ˇˇ
p1ptq ´ p2ptq
ˇˇ
dt
˙2
ď H2pp1, p2q ď
ż
R
ˇˇ
p1ptq ´ p2ptq
ˇˇ
dt. (28)
Assuming that qpi0n ă 1{2 implies by consistency that qpin ă 1{2 with increasing
probability. Hence, the inversion formula (9) in Bordes et al. (2006) yieldsż
R
ˇˇ pfnptq ´ f0ptqˇˇdt ď 1
1´ qpin
8ÿ
k“0
ˆ qpin
1´ qpin
˙k ż
R
ˇˇpgnptq ´ qgnptqˇˇdt
“ 1
1´ 2qpin
ż
R
ˇˇpgnptq ´ qgnptqˇˇdt. (29)
From the first inequality in (28) and Theorem 3.1 above, it follows thatż
R
|pgnptq ´ g0ptq|dt “ opp1q
which in turn implies thatż
R
|pgnptq ´ qgnptq|dt “ opp1q.
Indeed, ż
R
|pgnptq ´ qgnptq|dt ď ż
R
|pgnptq ´ g0ptq|dt` ż
R
|g0ptq ´ qgnptq|dt
with ż
R
|g0ptq ´ qgnptq|dt ď 2|qpin ´ qpi0n| ` ż
R
|f0pt´ qu1,nq ´ f0pt´ u01q|dt
`
ż
R
|f0pt´ qu2,nq ´ f0pt´ u02q|dt
“ opp1q
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by consistency of qpin, qu1,n and qu2,n and Lemma A.3. It follows now from (29) and
the inequalities in (28) that
Hp pfn, f0q “ opp1q, and ż
R
| pfnptq ´ f0ptq|dt “ opp1q.
Note that convergence of the MLE pfn in probability to 0 in the L1 distance implies
its weak convergence to f0 with increasing probability. Hence, for any arbitrary
sequence pn1q we can extract a further subsequence pn2q such that pfn2 converges
weakly to f0 almost surely. Hence, the assertion (c) in Proposition 2 of Cule and
Samworth (2010) holds almost surely for fn “ pfn2 and f “ f0, and the remaining
claims of our lemma now follow since pn1q was chosen arbitrarily. l
Next, we prove the results in Section 4.
Proof of Proposition 4.1: It follows from the recent result of Doss and Wellner
(2015); see their Theorem 4.1 for s “ 0, that the classes#
fp¨ ´ aq, f P SLC, fp0q P r1{M,M s, a P ra0 ´ δ, a0 ` δs
+
and #
fp¨ ´ bq, f P SLC, fp0q P r1{M,M s, b P rb0 ´ δ, b0 ` δs
+
have both the same bracketing entropy logpNq À 1{?, whereÀmeans that the term
on the left side is smaller or equal than the term on the right side up to a positive
constant. Let t, . . . ,Ku, a -net for r0, 1s, where K “ t1{u`1. For i P t1, . . . , Nu,
let rli, uis and rl1i, u1is an -bracket for the first and second class respectively. Note
that since the brackets are in the Hellinger sense, we have that ui ě li ě 0 and
u1i ě l1i ě 0. Now, there exist i P t1, . . . , Nu and j P t1, . . . ,Ku such that
g ” pj ´ 1qli ` p1´ jql1i ď λfpx´ aq ` p1´ λqfpx´ bq ď g ” jui ` p1´ pj ´ 1qqu1i
with
H2
`
g, g
˘
“ 1
2
ż
R
"´
juiptq ` p1´ pj ´ 1qqu1iptq
¯1{2 ´ ´pj ´ 1qliptq ` p1´ jql1iptq¯1{2*2 dt
ď 2H2
´
pj ´ 1qli ` p1´ pj ´ 1qqu1i, jui ` p1´ pj ´ 1qqu1i
¯
`2H2
´
p1´ jql1i ` pj ´ 1qli, p1´ pj ´ 1qqu1i ` pj ´ 1qli
¯
ď 2H2
´
pj ´ 1qli, jui
¯
` 2H2
´
p1´ jql1i, p1´ pj ´ 1qqu1i
¯
, by Lemma A.4
ď 4pj ´ 1q H2pli, uiq ` 4
´a
j ´aj ´ 1¯2
` 4p1´ jq H2pl1i, u1iq ` 4
´a
1´ pj ´ 1q´a1´ j¯2, applying again Lemma A.4.
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Using the fact that 0 ď j ď 1 and 1´pj´1q ě  for all j P t1, . . . ,Ku, we conclude
from the preceding calculations that
H2
`
g, g
˘ ď 4H2pli, uiq ` 4H2pl1i, u1iq ` 8 À .
The proof is complete by noting that
logNr sp,G, Hq ď logK ` logN ď log
ˆ
1

` 1
˙
` logN
ď 1?

` logN À 1?

using the fact that logpx` 1q ď ?x for all x P r0,8q. l
To prepare for the proof of Theorem 4.1, we recall that qpin, qu1,n and qu2,n are
estimates of qpi0n, u01 and u02 respectively, that are converging at the rate 1{?n. Recall
also that qgn “ qpinf0p¨ ´ qu1,nq ` p1´ qpinqf0p¨ ´ qu2,nq, and that pgn “ qpin pfnp¨ ´ qu1,nq `
p1 ´ qpinq pfnp¨ ´ qu2,nq, where pfn is the log-concave MLE. As done in van der Vaart
and Wellner (1996) (page 326, Section 3.4), we consider the criterion function
rn,g “ log g ` g˜n
2g˜n
for g and
g˜n “ qpinf˜np¨ ´ qu1,nq ` p1´ qpinqf˜np¨ ´ qu2,nq
with f˜n P SCG1 to be constructed. Note that
rn,g˜n “ 0, and Pnrn,pgn ě 12Pn log pgng˜n ě 0 (30)
where the second claim follows from the definition of the MLE pgn and concavity of
the logarithm.
Consider now the class of functions
Rn,η “
!
rn,g ´ rn,g˜n : g P G, Hpg, g˜nq ă η
)
“
!
rn,g : g P G, Hpg, g˜nq ă η
)
.
If P 0 denotes again the true probability measure associated with g0, let
Gnprn,gq “ ?n
`
Pn ´ P 0
˘
rn,g “ ?n
˜
1
n
nÿ
i“1
rn,gpXiq ´
ż
rn,gpxqdP 0pxq
¸
and denote
}Gn}Rn,η “ sup
gPRn,η
|Gnprn,gq| .
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Finally, define
J˜r spδ,G, Hq “
ż δ
0
b
1` logNr sp,G, Hqd.
Theorem 3.4.4 of van der Vaart and Wellner (1996) gives sufficient conditions to
obtain control on }Gn}Rn,η in the mean. This control will involve the bracketing
entropy bound obtained for the class G. One of the crucial conditions to be fulfilled
is that the sequence of densities g˜n need to be chosen such that g˜n approximates the
truth g0 and
g0
g˜n
ďM (31)
for some M ą 0. Note that the reason we cannot choose g˜n “ g0 is that in this
problem maximization of the log-likelihood involve the random variables qpin, qu1,n
and qu2,n, hence it is not at all straightforward to compare the values taken by the
criterion at pgn and g0. As will be shown in Proposition A.4, we will exhibit an
approximating sequence g˜n that will satisfy the condition in (31) with increasing
probability. Based on this proposition, we give now the proof of Theorem 4.1 along
the same lines of the proof of Theorem 3.25 in van der Vaart and Wellner (1996);
see page 290.
Proof of Theorem 4.1. Fix  ą 0. Let g˜n be the approximating sequence of
Proposition A.4, and consider the shells
Sj,n “
!
g : 2j´1 ă n2{5Hpg, g˜nq ď 2j
)
for integers j ě 1. Fix an integer J ě 1, and consider the event!
n2{5Hppgn, g˜nq ą 2J).
Occurrence of this event implies that pgn belongs to some Sj,n with j ě J . But our
remark in (30) implies that
sup
gPSj,n
pPnrn,g ´ Pnrn,g˜nq “ sup
gPSj,n
Pnrn,g ě 0.
Thus, for any δ ą 0 and M ą 0 we can write
P
´
n2{5Hppgn, g˜nq ą 2J¯ “ P ´n2{5Hppgn, g˜nq ą 2J , g0 ďMg˜n¯` P `g0 ąMg˜n˘
“
ÿ
jěJ,2jďn2{5η
P
˜
sup
gPSj,n
pPnrn,g ´ Pnrn,g˜nq ě 0, g0 ďMg˜n
¸
` P pHppgn, g˜nq ě δ{2q ` P `g0 ąMg˜n˘ .
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By Proposition A.4, for any η ą 0 and M large enough the second and third terms
are bounded by {2. Now, using Theorem 3.4.4 of van der Vaart and Wellner (1996),
we have
P 0prn,g ´ rn,g˜nq À ´H2pg, g˜nq (32)
for all densities g such that Hpg, g˜nq ě 32MHpg˜n, g0q, and
EP 0}Gn}Rn,η À J˜r spη,G, Hq
˜
1` J˜r spη,G, Hq
η2
?
n
¸
. (33)
From Proposition 4.1, we know that there exists a constant K ą 0 (not depending
on n) such that
logNr sp,G, Hq ď K? .
For η ą 0 small enough, 1 ă K{? and hence
J˜r spη,G, Hq ď
ż η
0
?
2K
1{4
d “ 4
?
2K
3
η3{4.
Now, define
φnpηq :“ 4
?
2K
3
η3{4
˜
1` 4
?
2K
3η5{4
?
n
¸
.
We have that
φnpηq
η
9 1
η1{4
˜
1` 4
?
2K
3η5{4
?
n
¸
and hence the function η ÞÑ φnpηq{η is decreasing on p0,8q. Also, if we put rn “ n2{5
then,
r2nφn
ˆ
1
rn
˙
“ n4{5 4
?
2K
3
n´3{10
˜
1` 4
?
2K
3
¸
“ 4
?
2K
3
˜
1` 4
?
2K
3
¸
?
n.
Now note that on the event
!
g0 ďMg˜n
)
it follows from (32) that for all g P Sn,j
P 0prn,g ´ rn,g˜nq ď ´2
2j´2
r2n
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and hence
ÿ
jěJ,2jďn2{5η
P
˜
sup
gPSj,n
pPnrn,g ´ Pnrn,g˜nq ě 0, g0 ďMg˜n
¸
ď
ÿ
jěJ,2jďn2{5η
P
ˆ
}Gn}Sn,j ě
´22j´2?n
r2n
˙
ď
ÿ
jěJ
φnp2j{rnqr2n
22j´2
?
n
, by Markov’s inequality
ď 1
4
ÿ
jěJ
φnp1{rnqr2n
2j
?
n
, using the fact that
φnpctq
ct
ď φnptq
t
for c ą 1
À
ÿ
jěJ
2´j Ñ 0 as J Ñ8 (34)
which implies that Hppgn, g˜nq “ Oppn´2{5q. Hence, L1ppgn, g˜nq “ Oppn´2{5q which in
turn implies that L1ppgn, g0q “ Oppn´2{5q using the result of Proposition A.4 and the
triangular inequality.
To conclude a similar rate result for pfn, we show now that L1p pfn, cnf˜nq “
Oppn´2{5q where f˜n and the normalizing constant cn are defined in Proposition
A.4. Using again the inversion formula (9) in Bordes et al. (2006), we can writeż
R
ˇˇ pfnptq ´ cnf˜nptqˇˇdt ď 1
1´ 2qpin
ż
R
ˇˇpgnptq ´ g˜nptqˇˇdt “ Oppn´2{5q.
The proof is complete using the result of Proposition A.4 and the triangle inequality.
l
Proposition A.4 There exist f˜n P SCG and cn ą 0 such that cnf˜n P SCG1 and
sup
tPR
g0ptq
g˜nptq “ Opp1q
where
g˜n “ qpincnf˜np¨ ´ qu1,nq ` p1´ qpinqcnf˜np¨ ´ qu2,nq.
Furthermore, if
?
npqu1,n´qu01,nq “ Opp1q,?npqu2,n´u02q “ Opp1q and ?npqpin´qpi0nq “
Opp1{?nq, then
L1pf˜n, f0q “ Oppn´1{2q, and L1pg˜n, g0q “ Oppn´1{2q.
Proof of Proposition A.4. In the following we denote
δ1 “ qu1,n ´ u01 and δ2 “ qu2,n ´ u02.
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Suppose that 0 ď δ2 ď δ1. Define
f˜nptq “
$&%
f0p|t| ´ δ1q, if t ď ´δ1
f0p0q, if ´δ1 ď t ď δ1
f0pt´ δ1q, if t ě δ1.
It is not difficult to see that f˜n P SLC. Now, define the ratios
R˜n,1ptq :“ f
0ptq
f˜npt´ δ1q
, and R˜n,2ptq :“ f
0ptq
f˜npt´ δ2q
.
We have that
R˜n,1ptq “
$’’&’’%
f0ptq
f0pδ1´t´δ1q “ 1, if t ď 0
f0ptq
f0p0q ď 1, if 0 ď t ď 2δ1
f0ptq
f0pt´2δ1q ď 1, if t ě 2δ1 .
The third inequality follows from the fact that f0 is decreasing on r0,8q. Also,
R˜n,2ptq “
$’’&’’%
f0ptq
f0pδ2´δ1´tq ď 1, if t ď δ2 ´ δ1
f0ptq
f0p0q ď 1, if δ2 ´ δ1 ď t ď δ1 ` δ2
f0ptq
f0pt´δ1´δ2q ď 1, if t ě δ1 ` δ2.
The first inequality follows from symmetry of f0 which allows to write that f0ptq{f0pδ2´
δ1 ´ tq “ f0pxq{f0px´ pδ1 ´ δ2qq with x “ ´t ě δ1 ´ δ2 ě 0. Since f0 is decreasing
on r0,8q, it follows that f0pxq ď f0px´ pδ1 ´ δ2qq. The third inequality is again a
consequence of the latter property of f0.
Now let cn “
´ş
R f˜nptqdt
¯´1
. We have that
c´1n ´ 1 “
ż ´δ1
´8
f0p|t| ´ δ1qdt`
ż 8
δ1
f0pt´ δ1qdt` 2δ1f0p0q ´ 1
“ 2δ1f0p0q.
This in turn implies that
0 ď 1´ cn “ 2δ1f
0p0q
1` 2δ1f0p0q .
Now, define g˜n :“ cn
´qpinf˜np¨ ´ qu1,nq ` p1´ qpinqf˜np¨ ´ qu2,nq¯. Then,
g0ptq
g˜nptq “ c
´1
n
qpi0nf0pt´ u01q ` p1´ qpi0nqf0pt´ u02qqpinf˜npt´ qu1,nq ` p1´ qpinqf˜npt´ qu2,nq
ď c´1n qpi0nqpin f
0pt´ u01q
f˜npt´ u01 ´ δ1q
` c´1n 1´ qpi0n1´ qpin f
0pt´ u02q
f˜npt´ u02 ´ δ2q
“ c´1n qpi0nqpin R˜n,1pt´ u01q ` c´1n 1´ qpi
0
n
1´ qpin R˜n,2pt´ u02q
ď c´1n
ˆqpi0nqpin ` 1´ qpi
0
n
1´ qpin
˙
.
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By consistency of qpin and qu2,n, we have qpi0n ă qpin ď p3{2qqpi0n and c´1n ď 3{2 with
increasing probability. Hence, we can bound the right hand side of the preceding
display by 9{2 with increasing probability. As the other cases can be handled sim-
ilarly, the details are skipped but we give below the corresponding expression of
f˜n:
• If 0 ď δ1 ă δ2, then we only need to switch the roles of δ1 and δ2 and hence
take
f˜nptq “
$&%
f0p|t| ´ δ2q, if t ď ´δ2
f0p0q, if ´δ2 ď t ď δ2
f0pt´ δ2q, if t ě δ2.
• If δ2 ď 0 ď δ1, then we can take
f˜nptq “
$&%
f0p|t| ´ pδ1 ´ δ2qq, if t ď ´pδ1 ´ δ2q
f0p0q, if ´pδ1 ´ δ2q ď t ď δ1 ´ δ2
f0pt´ pδ1 ´ δ2qq, if t ě δ1 ´ δ2.
• If δ1 ď 0 ď δ2 ď 0, then we only need to switch δ1 and δ2.
• If δ1 ď δ2 ď 0, then we can take
f˜nptq “
$&%
f0p|t| ` δ1q, if t ď δ1
f0p0q, if δ1 ď t ď ´δ1
f0pt` δ1q, if t ě ´δ1.
• If δ2 ď δ1 ď 0, we again switch the roles of δ1 and δ2.
In all the cases above, one can verify that the ratios R˜n,1 and R˜n,2 as defined
above stay below 1. We would like to stress the fact that the way f˜n is constructed
is not unique: one only need to exhibit examples which would give control of the
ratio g0{g˜n. To show now the second assertion, we will again consider only the first
case where 0 ď δ2 ď δ1 since the remaining configurations can be handled similarly.
We have that
L1pf˜n, f0q “
ż
R
|f˜nptq ´ f0ptq|dt
“
ż ´δ1
´8
|f0p´t´ δ1q ´ f0ptq|dt`
ż δ1
´δ1
|f0p0q ´ fptq|dt
`
ż 8
δ1
|f0pt´ δ1q ´ f0ptq|dt
“ 2
ż 8
δ1
|f0pt´ δ1q ´ f0ptq|dt` 2δ1f0p0q
ď 2pC ` 1qδ1
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where C is the constant given in Lemma A.3. By the assumption on the rate of
convergence of δ1, this implies that L1pf˜n, f0q “ Oppn´1{2q. Also, we have
L1pg˜n, g0q
“
ż
R
|g˜nptq ´ g0ptq|dtż
R
ˇˇˇ
cn
´qpinf˜npt´ qu1,nq ` p1´ qpinqf˜npt´ qu2,nq¯´ `qpi0nf0pt´ qu01,nq ` p1´ qpi0nqf0pt´ u02q˘ˇˇˇ dt
ď 1´ cn `
ż
R
ˇˇˇqpinf˜npt´ qu1,nq ´ qpi0nf0pt´ qu01,nqˇˇˇ dt
`
ż
R
ˇˇˇ
p1´ qpinqf˜npt´ qu2,nq ´ p1´ qpi0nqf0pt´ u02qˇˇˇ dt
“ď 1´ cn ` 2|qpin ´ qpi0n| ` ż
R
ˇˇˇ
f˜npt´ qu1,nq ´ f0pt´ u01qˇˇˇ dt` ż
R
ˇˇˇ
f˜npt´ qu2,nq ´ f0pt´ u02qˇˇˇ dt
“ď 1´ cn ` 2|qpin ´ qpi0n| ` ż
R
ˇˇˇ
f˜npt´ δ1q ´ f0ptq
ˇˇˇ
dt`
ż
R
ˇˇˇ
f˜npt´ δ2q ´ f0ptq
ˇˇˇ
dt.
Using the definition of f˜n for the first case, 0 ď δ2 ă δ1, we can writeż
R
ˇˇˇ
f˜npt´ δ1q ´ f0ptq
ˇˇˇ
dt “
ż 0
´8
ˇˇ
f0pδ1 ´ t´ δ1q ´ f0ptq
ˇˇ` ż 2δ1
0
ˇˇ
f0p0q ´ f0ptqˇˇ dt
`
ż 8
2δ1
ˇˇ
f0pt´ 2δ1q ´ f0ptq
ˇˇ
dt
ď 2δ1f0p0q ` 6δ1f0p0q, using Lemma A.1
“ 8δ1f0p0q
“ Oppn´1{2q
using again Lemma A.3, and the assumption on the rate of convergence of qpin andqu1,n and qu2,n.
l
A.2 Auxiliary Results
Lemma A.3 Let f P SLC1. Then, there exists a constant C ą 0 depending only
on f such that ż
R
ˇˇˇ
fpt` δq ´ fptq
ˇˇˇ
dt ď Cδ
for all |δ| ď 1.
Proof. For δ ě 0, we have fpt ` δq ď fptq on t P r0,8q, fpt ´ δq ě fptq on
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t P rδ{2,8q and fpt´ δq ď fptq on r0, δ{2s. Using the symmetry of f , we can writeż
R
ˇˇˇ
fpt` δq ´ fptq
ˇˇˇ
dt “
ż 8
0
ˇˇˇ
fpt` δq ´ fptq
ˇˇˇ
dt`
ż 8
0
ˇˇˇ
fpt´ δq ´ fptq
ˇˇˇ
dt
“
ż 8
0
´
fptq ´ fpt` δq
¯
dt`
ż δ{2
0
´
fptq ´ fpt´ δq
¯
dt
`
ż 8
δ{2
´
fpt´ δq ´ fptq
¯
dt
ď 1{2´
ż 8
δ
fptqdt`
ż δ{2
0
fptqdt`
ż 8
´δ{2
fptqdt´
ż 8
δ{2
fptqdt
“
ż δ
0
fptqdt`
ż δ{2
0
fptqdt` 2
ż δ{2
0
fptqdt
ď 3δ sup
tPr0,1s
fptq “ 3δfp0q
provided that δ ď 1 . The same reasoning can be applied for negative values of δ.
l
Lemma A.4 For any positive functions p, q, h we have that
Hpp` h, q ` hq ď Hpp, qq
Proof. By definition, we have that
2H2pp` h, q ` hq “
ż
R
´a
pptq ` hptq ´aqptq ` hptq¯2 dt
“
ż
R
˜
pptq ´ qptqa
pptq ` qptq `aqptq ` hptq
¸2
dt
“
ż
R
´a
pptq ´aqptq¯2 ˜ apptq `aqptqa
pptq ` hptq `aqptq ` hptq
¸2
dt
ď
ż
R
´a
pptq ´aqptq¯2 dt “ 2H2pp, qq
where the last inequality follows since h ě 0, hence the result. l
The function J and its partial derivatives: As in Du¨mbgen and Rufibach
(2009), we consider the two-dimensional function J defined by
Jpr, sq “
ż 1
0
exppp1´ tqr ` tsqdt
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for r, s P R. Using the same notation of these authors, define
Ja,bpr, sq “ B
a`bJpr, sq
BasBbs .
Direct calculations yield
Ja,bpr, sq “ expprqJa,bp0, s´ rq
with
J0,0p0, yq “ Jp0, yq “
#
1, if y “ 0
exppyq´1
y , otherwise,
J0,1p0, yq “
#
1
2 , if y “ 0
y exppyq´pexppyq´1q
y2
, otherwise,
and
J0,2p0, yq
#
1
3 , if y “ 0
y2 exppyq´2y exppyq`2pexppyq´1q
y3
, otherwise.
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